
Summer 2022
Camps, classes, and programs for youth ages 2-18

CommunityEd
Edina Public Schools
Community Ed is back for Summer 2022!

Start planning your 10 weeks of fun!
With nearly 400 summer classes and camps, we have something for everyone from age 2 to grade 12.

Financial Aid
Edina Community Ed and Edina Give and Go are providing a needs-based scholarship for students to participate in youth enrichment camps and classes this summer. Funding is limited. Apply early.

For information and application visit communityed.edinaschools.org/register/financial-assistance

Enrichment Camps
Week-long immersive experiences from art to STEM to sports!

Dates: Weeks of June 6-August 15 (No programs July 5-9)

Times: Generally Monday-Thursday, 9am-Noon or 1-4pm

Multi-Week Classes
Weekly classes to introduce new skills or improve current ones!

Dates: Various dates, starting June 6 (No programs July 5-9)

Times: Various, including evenings!

Kids Club
School age care with a summer twist!

Dates: June 13-August 12 (No programs July 5-9)

Times: 7:00am-6:00pm
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Unified Programs

Edina Community Ed “Unified” programs blend students with special needs and students who are more typically developing to provide social and emotional growth opportunities for all.

Find Unified Programs on pages: 8, 37, 41, 50, and 51.

Summer “Go Time”

Edina Community Ed and Edina Give and Go provide needs-based scholarships for students to participate in youth enrichment camps and classes this summer. Funding is limited. Apply early.

Spend your summer with us!

As a Volunteer

Student volunteers help our programs run smoothly and make connections with younger students. They also gain leadership experiences and may earn hours for the EHS letter in Community Service.

For more information visit: communityed.edinaschools.org/get-involved/volunteer

As a Rec Leader

Our Summer Seasonal Youth Enrichment Rec Leaders help plan and lead creative and active experiences for younger students. Flexible schedules of 20-32 hours per week, Monday-Thursday, with morning and afternoon shifts available. Pay range: $15.33-$19.85 per hour.

Learn more and apply at: edinacommunityed.com/SummerRecLeaders

Scan this code for more information about financial aid.
Kids Club: School Age Care

Edina Public Schools’ school age care program balances structured enrichment and choice-based activities with small group sizes to build strong relationships between students and staff.

School Year 2022/23

Dates: August 31, 2022 - June 1, 2023
Note: Care will not be available on August 29/30 (Connect & Assess) and November 8 (Election Day).
Times: 7:00am-6:00pm
Contract Info: During the school year, we offer two types of contracts: Consistent Weekly Schedule (2 days per week minimum) or Non School Day only.
Registration fee: $50.00/contract.
Schedule Change: $15.00

Summer 2022

Dates: June 13-August 12
Times: 7:00am-6:00pm
Contract Info: 3 days/week, 6 week minimum
Locations: Our locations are organized by grade level for age-appropriate opportunities to learn, grow, and connect.
Incoming K-Grade 3: Highlands Elementary
Incoming Grades 4-6: EHS
Registration fee: $25.00/contract
Schedule Change: $15.00
Fees: 7:00am-5:00pm - $47/day
7:00am-6:00pm - $52/day
Looking for summer enrichment camp options June 6-9 and August 15-18? See pages 5 and 54.

Need care on non school days?
Register for non school days to ensure you have the care you need all year! With exciting activities and fun field trips, your child will look forward to the next non school day.

2022-23 Non School Days

Sept 26    Dec 21-30    Mar 10, 20-24
Oct 20-21  Jan 20      Apr 21
Nov 23     Feb 21      May 29

Contract Info: Non-school day only contract available
Registration fee: $50.00/contract
Schedule Change: $15.00
Fees: 7:00am-6:00pm - $52/day

Registration opens Feb 15, 2022 at 8:00am.
Scan this code for more information and registration.
Summer Fun for Younger Ones

We want everyone to have the best summer ever! So for our youngest friends, we’ve got some classes to enjoy in between trips to the park, pool, or lake.

Summer At A Glance
Summer camps especially for younger learners appear in their own section on the following pages:

Week 1 ......................................................... 7
Week 2 ......................................................... 13
Week 3 ......................................................... 17
Week 4 ......................................................... 23
Week 5 ......................................................... 29
Week 6 ......................................................... 35
Week 7 ......................................................... 41
Week 8 ......................................................... 49

And check out our multi-week classes for younger learners on these pages:

Little Musikmakers: Ages 2.5-5.5 ............... 56
Summer Ballet Fundamentals: Ages 3-5........ 58
Will DeBergs Baby Ballers: Ages 2-4 .......... 60
Skyhawks SoccerTots: Ages 2-4 ............... 60
Aquatics Ages 3 and up ........................... 62

2022 Highlights
We’ve added loads of new classes, developed and taught by Early Learning Center teachers, ranging from author studies to super simple songs to S.T.E.A.M.

• Morning and afternoon classes are available each week of summer
• For budding athletes, we have late afternoon/early evening sports options
• Class sizes are intentionally set small, so register early!

KIDS Club welcomes students entering Kindergarten this summer. See previous page for details.
Make this a summer to remember with Edina Community Ed! Over ten weeks your child can explore the arts, expand their world, immerse themselves into STEM, and stay active. We have two types of programs for you to explore, depending on your child’s preference and family’s scheduling needs.

Offerings are in-person unless noted.

**Week-long Mini Camps**

These camps typically run Monday to Thursday, from either 9:00 am to noon or 1:00 to 4:00 pm. Camps with different times are noted.

Our first and last weeks are a little different, but most weeks of summer are organized by sections:

- Summer Fun for Younger Ones
- Creativity and the Arts
- Expand Your World
- STEM
- Sports, Health & Fitness

**Multi-week Classes**

These classes are held one or more times per week over many weeks. Your child can learn new skills or hone existing ones in music, academics, and sports.

These have their own section starting on page 56 and are also referenced by start date at the beginning of each week’s camp offerings.

**Reminder!** Please register for classes based on the grade your child will be entering in the fall.
Out and About Camps

Kick-off summer with a week-long day camp! Go on field trips and do exciting activities to explore the theme. Camps are open to students of all abilities. Camps meet Monday through Thursday for a full day of fun and exploration!

All classes meet at ECC

Out and About: Minnesota Expedition
Camp: Gr. 1-6
Explore the wonders of our state visiting natural areas around the Twin Cities to learn about MN wildlife, create earth-based projects, and enjoy the great outdoors. Immerse your child in nature this summer!
8:30am-4:30pm 4 sessions: $245 606-200

Out and About: Sports Sampler Camp: Gr. 1-6
This active week is perfect for sports fanatics! We’ll familiar sports, learn new ones, and go behind the scenes on a stadium tour. Move, play, and find your team at Sports Sampler Camp!
8:30am-4:30pm 4 sessions: $245 606-201

Out and About: Science of the Arts: Gr. 1-6
Curious kids will appreciate musical and visual arts, while unlocking the science behind them. Visit the Planetarium, a local museum, and a concert to investigate the arts!
8:30am-4:30pm 4 sessions: $245 606-202

Out and About: Foodie Camp: Gr. 3-6
Let your child explore their taste buds at Foodie Camp! Make, bake, and create delectable dishes. Visit a farm, community garden, and local food industry to discover more about our food sources!
8:30am-4:30pm 4 sessions: $245 606-203

Out and About: Operation Middle School: Gr. 6-9
Build connections, confidence, and community at Operation Middle School. Our week will be filled with artistic discovery, a day at the pool, and an exploration of social media and technology.
8:30am-4:30pm 4 sessions: $245 606-204

Sports, Health & Fitness

Hornet Tennis Camp: Gr. K-8
Taught by EBS Camps
Learn the fundamentals, rules, and etiquette of tennis through fun drills and contests. Current and former EHS players provide a fun experience while promoting good sportsmanship and kindness to others.
Gr. 6-8
ECC 9:00am-12:00pm 613-672
4 sessions: $189
Gr. K-5
ECC 1:00-4:00pm 613-664
4 sessions: $189

Hornet Track and Field: Gr. K-5
Taught by Jonathan D Buckley of EBS Camps
Learn track and field events and participate in a real track meet! Learn how to effectively warm up/cool down, stretch, and participate in plyometrics while becoming faster and stronger in their track & field events.
Gr. 3-5
ECC 9:00am-12:00pm 606-672
4 sessions: $145
Gr. K-2
ECC 9:00am-12:00pm 606-633
4 sessions: $145

Multi-Week Classes Starting This Week
Jumpstart Band: Gr. 5 ......................... p 57
Young Summer Band: Gr. 6-7 ................. p 57
Summer Jazz Band: Gr. 7-10 ................ p 57
Hornet Summer Band: Gr. 8-10 ............ p 57

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Weekly Schedule:
Most of our summer camps run Monday through Thursday from either 9:00am to 12:00pm or 1:00 to 4:00pm as listed.

Please review your choices carefully as some times differ.

Week 1: **June 13 - 16**

**Camps at a Glance (Gr. K+)**

**Morning**
- Beginning Orchestra: Gr. 5
- Art Studio: Gr. 6+
- Pink, Purple, and Rainbows: Gr. K-4
- Unified Cooking: Gr. 6+
- Career Explorer Jobs in Science: Gr. 6+
- Jungle Camp: Gr. K-5
- Babysitter Training Camp: Gr. 4-9
- Writing Magic: Gr. 2-5
- College Application Boot Camp: Gr. 12
- Build it, Race it, Fly it, Smash it!: Gr. K-3
- 3D Printing and CAD: Gr. 1-3
- Edible Science: Gr. 3-5
- Minecraft Survival: Gr. 3-8
- Augsburg Volleyball Camp: Gr. 1-12
- EDT Dance Camp: Gr. K-6
- Edina Wrestling Camp: Gr. K-8
- Jr Hitters Tennis Camp: Gr. 1-6
- Lynch Touch Football Camp: Gr. 3-7
- Skyhawks Beginner Golf: Gr. 1-6
- DASH T-Ball Camp: Gr. K-2

**Afternoon**
- Create Your Own Fashion Brand: Gr. 6-9
- I Can Draw That!: Gr. K-5
- Fun & Funky Jewelry: Gr. 3-7
- Babysitter Training Camp: Gr. 4-9
- Writing Magic: Gr. 6-8
- College Application Boot Camp: Gr. 12
- Discover Magic Green Wand: Gr. 3-6
- Spanish Camp: Vamos a Viajar: Gr. 1-5
- Minecraft Creative: Gr. 3-8
- Bicycle Repair and Maintenance: Gr. 5-8
- Mega LEGO® Boat Engineering: Gr. 1-5
- Tinkerbell and Her Fairy Friends: Gr. K-3
- DASH Baseball Camp: Gr. K-3
- Skyhawks Mini-Hawks: Gr. K-2
- Hornet Tennis Camp: Gr. K-5

**Multi-Week Classes Starting This Week**
- Dyslexia Tutoring: Gr. K-3 .................... p 55
- Little Musikmakers: Ages 2.5-5.5 .......... p 56
- Mikkonen Music Lessons: Gr. 4-12 .......... p 56
- EHS Thespian Dance: Gr. 9-12 .............. p 58
- Driver’s Education: Ages 14.5-18 .......... p 58
- Private ACT Tutoring: Gr. 10-12 ......... p 58
- Beyond Math : Gr. 1-3 .................... p 59
- Multiplication/Division: Ages 9-12 ....... p59
- Skyhawks SoccerTots: Ages 2-4 .......... p 60
- Girls’ Basketball: Gr. 4-8 .................... p 60
- Boys Basketball: Gr. K-3 .................... p 61
- Boys Basketball: Gr. 4-9 .................... p 61
- Edina MAGA Gymnastics: Gr. 2-10 ........ p 61
- Strength & Speed Training: Gr. 6-9 ...... p 61
Summer Fun for Younger Ones

**Ooey gooey Week: Ages 3-5**
*Taught by Sarah Montgomery and Katherine Leifur*
This week young learners will engage all of their senses playing with lots of ooey gooey goodies. Each activity is created to be both fun and full of learning. The program is intended to expose children to S.T.E.A.M. by capturing their eyes, minds and hearts with inspiration and imagination.

South View MS 1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $165
613-526

**Super Simple Songs: Emotions & Calming for Kids: Ages 4-5**
*Taught by Joanna Taylor*
In this camp, teacher Joanna will lead campers through singing, crafting and enjoying free play. Songs will help kids express themselves in a healthy and positive way while engaging in large and small motor development. Join teacher Joanna and sing along to the tune of Summer!

South View MS 9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $165
613-528

**Nature Camp: Ages 2-5**
*Taught by Dawna Finnern*
Campers will experience a sense of independence as they learn about the natural world. They will explore animals, plants and even creepy crawly creatures. New friends, learning and a sense of adventure are all in store for your little one in this summer camp.

South View MS 9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $165
613-500

**DASH T-Ball Tykes: Ages 2-5**
*Taught by DASH Sports*
Parents and little athletes will enjoy a well-rounded experience in a fun environment, learning and practicing the basics of T-Ball. Balls and bats provided. Parent participation is required.

Ages 2-3
Concord Elementary 2:45-3:15pm
4 sessions: $69
613-740

Ages 4-5
Concord Elementary 3:30-4:00pm
4 sessions: $69
613-741

Creativity and the Arts

**Beginning Orchestra: Gr. 5**
*Taught by Kyrsten Darby*
Get a head start on playing your string instrument! Open to all beginning string players entering fifth grade who have not yet taken lessons. Please contact Kyrsten.Darby@edinaschools.org for help finding an instrument or for further information.

These classes are Monday-Friday June 13-17
South View MS 8:00-8:50am
5 sessions: $100
613-307
South View MS 9:00-9:50am
5 sessions: $100
613-308
South View MS 10:00-10:50am
5 sessions: $100
613-309
South View MS 11:00-11:50am
5 sessions: $100
613-310

**Art Studio: Gr. 6+**
*Taught by Bill Nara*
Explore art based on your desired medium! For students who want “studio time” without the requirements of “art class”. Explore your own ideas with expert help available. Instruction will be student directed through inquiry.

South View MS 9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $200
613-520

**Pink, Purple, and Rainbows: Gr. K-4**
*Taught by Abrakadoodle*
In this colorful camp we’ll paint super cute rainbows, sculpt adorable creatures with clay, draw charming animals, and make cool necklaces, among other wonderful projects. Along the way we’ll listen to fun music, paint our nails and have a blast!

South View MS 9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $180
613-360

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
**Week 1: June 13 - 16**

**Unified Cooking Magic: Gr. 6+**  
*Taught by Youth Enrichment Rec Leaders*  
Calling all chefs, cooks, and bakers—it’s time to get cooking! Spend a week exploring activities that cover the ins and outs of a kitchen, how to read and follow recipes, and how to safely prepare some fan favorite dishes in the kitchen!  
South View MS  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $135  
613-473

**Brainstorm & Create Your Own Fashion Brand: Gr. 6-9**  
*Taught by Clover Hackett*  
Learn how to conceptualize and create your own original fashion brand from logo to sketching the first collection.  
South View MS  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $205  
613-383

**I Can Draw That!: Gr. K-5**  
*Taught by Abrakadoodle*  
Learn how to draw all sorts of things, like faces, animals, landscapes, and more with an innovative step-by-step method. Take your own sketch book home at the end of camp.  
South View MS  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $180  
613-361

**Fun & Funky Jewelry: Gr. 3-7**  
*Taught by Laura Wolovitch*  
If you enjoy being creative and having fun, then this jewelry camp is for you! You’ll learn basic beading techniques, wire working, and collage principles to create your own unique jewelry. We will also decorate lamp shades. Fee includes all materials.  
South View MS  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $185  
613-323

**Expand Your World**

**Feature Class! Career Explorer Jobs in Science: Gr. 6+**  
*Taught by Youth Enrichment Rec Leaders*  
Do you ever wonder what it’s like to work as a biologist - studying life on Earth? Or a computer scientist - developing tomorrow’s technology? Find out in the first installment of our Career Exploration Series where we explore professions that span the natural, social, and formal sciences.  
South View MS  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $135  
613-451

**Jungle Camp: Gr. K-5**  
*Taught by Youth Enrichment Rec Leaders*  
Come discover the mysterious and dramatic world of the flooded forests that cover over 6% of the Earth’s surface – Jungles!! Swing from activity to activity while learning about the fascinating creatures and strange vegetation of the jungle. No machete required for this journey into the wild!  
South View MS  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $135  
613-450

**Babysitter Training Camp: Gr. 4-9**  
*Taught by Allison Curtis*  
A must for all babysitters! Topics include infant care, child development, good babysitter business practices, emergency and first aid care. In order to receive a certificate, attendance is required at all classes.  
South View MS  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $105  
613-050  
South View MS  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $105  
613-030

**Writing Magic: Gr. 2-8**  
*Taught Jennifer Harrits of EBS Camps*  
Gain skills and build confidence in your writing! Campers will explore multiple genres, learn to write for different audiences, develop unique characters and conflicts, and find their writing “voice.” We’ll also explore digital opportunities for young authors.  
Gr. 2-5  
South View MS  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $159  
613-379  
Gr. 6-8  
South View MS  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $159  
613-380
From Hornet Here to College & Career: College Application Boot Camp: Gr. 12

Taught by Dylan T Hackbarth, William Hicks, and Sarah Hinson

Get a head start on your college applications with this week-long workshop for rising seniors. Under the guidance of the EHS Post Secondary Counseling Department, Language Arts faculty, and college representatives students will complete the Common Application, prepare multiple essays, inventory their activities and achievements, and create application and acceptance strategies.

EHS 9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $250 613-441

EHS 1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $250 613-440

Discover Magic Green Wand: Gr. 3-6

Taught by Twin Cities Magic Academy

Get ready for an adventure into the exciting world of magic! Students will learn the eight principles that make all magic tricks possible and discover the real secrets to becoming a true magician as each lesson reveals an important life skill for communication and self-confidence.

South View MS 1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $239 613-375

Spanish Camp: Vamos a Viajar “Let’s Travel”: Gr. 1-5

Taught by Futura Language Professionals

In this exciting summer camp, students will “board” planes, trains and automobiles learning practical travel and every day useful conversation and vocabulary. Appropriate for children with any level of Spanish experience.

South View MS 1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $185 613-459

STEM

Build it, Race it, Fly it, Smash it!: Gr. K-3

Taught by Tech Tac Toe

Create contraptions that will totally blow your mind! Engineer a super-fast car, an airplane to reach new heights, a mini rocket, and more projects that will go “Zoom! Boom! Bang!”

South View MS 9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $179 613-341

3D Printing and CAD: Gr. 1-3

Taught by Tina Schoenecker

This camp takes students through the 3D printing process from start to finish as students design objects and bring them to reality. Printing and material fee included.

South View MS 1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $205 613-417

Edible Science: Gr. 3-5

Taught by WizEducators LLC

Spend each day doing hands-on science experiments and enjoy eating the fruits of your learning! Build an edible mars rover, uncover earth’s surface by making edible dirt samples, create solar-powered oven, and more.

South View MS 9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $171 613-315

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Week 1: **June 13 - 16**

**Minecraft Survival and Creative: Gr. 3-8**  
*Taught by Zachariah Prowell of EBS Camps*

Explore Minecraft: Education Edition SURVIVAL or CREATIVE mode as you work in teams on building and problem-solving challenges while exploring various worlds! Due to technology constraints, campers must be an Edina Public Schools student.

**Survival Mode**
- South View MS 9:00am-12:00pm  
  4 sessions: $159 613-434

**Creative Mode**
- South View MS 1:00-4:00pm  
  4 sessions: $159 613-435

**Bicycle Repair and Maintenance: Gr. 5-8**  
*Taught by Erik Bloom*

Learn basic bike set up, trailside repair, shifting and brake adjustments, how to re-cables, tube replacement, and more. Students are free to bring a different bike to each class. Parts are an extra fee if it is something more major or we will help you source new parts if needed.

- ECC Parking Lot 1:00-3:00pm  
  4 sessions: $285 613-496

**Mega LEGO® Boat Engineering: Gr. 1-5**  
*Taught by Tech Tac Toe*

Join a FUNgineering adventure as you design, build, and race self-propelled boats with advanced LEGO® technic bricks and motors. Plus, experience the largest floating Boat LEGO® has EVER created - almost 2 feet long! (No LEGO® is taken home)

- South View MS 1:00-4:00pm  
  4 sessions: $179 613-342

**Tinkerbell and Her Fairy Friends: Gr. K-3**  
*Taught by Kidcreate Studio*

If you believe in fairies, clap your hands, and come to this whimsical, glitter-filled camp! Your little fairy princess will create a fairy castle, a crown, wings, a wand and more.

- South View MS 1:00-4:00pm  
  4 sessions: $169 613-425

**Sports, Health & Fitness**

**Augsburg Volleyball Camp: Gr. 1-12**  
*Taught by Macey Terhell*

Augsburg Volleyball Camps include intensive training on fundamental skills as well as offensive and defensive strategies. Campers are grouped by similar skill level to ensure the most improvement, challenge, and fun during the camp experience.

- South View MS 9:00am-12:00pm  
  4 sessions: $190 613-631

**EDT Dance Camp: Gr. K-6**  
*Taught by Kristin Biwan*

Work with Edina Dance Team head coach to learn and work on your dance skills and learn a short routine to perform at the end of the week! All are welcome no matter the skill level.

- South View MS 9:00am-12:00pm  
  4 sessions: $175 613-630

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Edina Wrestling Camp: Gr. K-8  
Taught by Josh Burhans  
This camp is great for both experienced and non-experienced athletes. Learn and improve your wrestling skills through drills, technique sessions, and games. EHS wrestlers will also be in attendance to help athletes learn and have FUN at camp!  
EHS 9:00-11:00am  
4 sessions: $110 613-647

Jr Hitters Tennis Camp: Gr. 1-6  
Taught by Gaard Performance Academy - Jaime Chapman  
Join EHS Tennis coaches and players for a great summer of tennis! This camp is designed to give beginner to advanced beginner players a fun experience where they will learn the game and improve their athletic skills through high energy games and activities.  
ECC 10:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $159 613-638

Lynch Touch Football Camp: Gr. 3-7  
Taught by Mike Lynch  
Learn and practice the fundamentals of touch football in a positive and fun environment! We will also play an extended game to demonstrate the skills we’ve learned. Beginners and those with more experience welcome – players will be separated by age, skill level and experience.  
ECC 9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $142 613-706

Skyhawks Beginner Golf: Gr. 1-6  
Taught by Skyhawks Sports Camps  
Learn the fundamentals of golf through the Starting New At Golf (SNAG) system. Designed for the entry-level player, SNAG simplifies instruction to facilitate an easy and effective transition onto the golf course. All equipment is provided.  
Concord Elementary 9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $149 613-697

DASH T-Ball/ Baseball Camp: Gr. K-6  
Taught by DASH Sports  
These camps provide a well-rounded experience in a fun environment. Key elements of the sports will be introduced and practiced and players will be grouped at appropriate levels while learning values of ‘Respect, Hustle, and Pride’. Balls and bats provided.  
T-Ball: Gr. K-2  
ECC 9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $159 613-80

Baseball: Gr. 3-6  
ECC 1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $159 613-82

Skyhawks Mini-Hawks: Gr. K-2  
Taught by Skyhawks Sports Camps  
This multi-sport program gives children a positive first step into baseball, basketball, and soccer. Campers will explore balance, movement, hand/eye coordination, and skill development at their own pace.  
ECC 1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $149 620-704

Edina Girls’ Basketball Summer Camp: Gr. K-5  
Taught by Gaard Performance Academy - Jaime Chapman  
Join for fun and basketball with the Edina Varsity Girls’ Basketball coaches and high school players! Participants will improve basketball skills in a positive, high energy environment. Each day includes coaching on fundamental skill work along with fun games.  
Please note the time of this camp.  
South View MS 1:00-3:00pm  
4 sessions: $159 613-641

Hornet Tennis Camp: Gr. K-5  
Taught by EBS Camps  
Learn the fundamentals, rules, and etiquette of tennis through fun drills and contests. Current and former EHS players provide a fun experience while promoting good sportsmanship and kindness to others.  
ECC 1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $189 613-665

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Weekly Schedule:
Most of our summer camps run Monday through Thursday from either 9:00am to 12:00pm or 1:00 to 4:00pm as listed.
Please review your choices carefully as some times differ.

Multi-Week Classes Starting This Week
ACT Prep Course: Gr. 10-12p 59
Kung Fu – Wu Shu: Ages 5-Adultp 62

Camps at a Glance (Gr. K+)

Morning
Glitter, Shimmer, and Glimmer: Gr. K-4
Dungeons & Dragons: Gr. 3-12
Woodworking: Gr. 4-8
Beginning Spanish: Gr. 1-4
Babysitter Training Camp: Gr. 4-9
Crazy Concoctions and Insane Inventions: Gr. K-3
Glam Lab - Stunning Science: Gr. 1-4
Under the Sea: Gr. K-5
Minecraft Survival: Gr. 3-8
Augsburg Volleyball Camp: Gr. 1-12
DASH Multi Sports: Gr. K-3
Jr Hitters Tennis Camp: Gr. 1-6
Skyhawks Soccer Camp: Gr. 1-6

Afternoon
CraftMania: Gr. K-4
Makers Sampler: Gr. 6+
Beginning Spanish: Gr. 1-4
Babysitter Training Camp: Gr. 4-9
Treasure Island: Gr. K-5
Girl Power: Self-Love Boot Camp: Gr. 6-8
Minecraft Creative: Gr. 3-8
Beginner Coder Pokémon Adventures: Gr. 1-4
DASH Multi Sports: Gr. 4-6
Edina Girls’ Basketball Summer Camp: Gr. K-5
Hornet Tennis Camp: Gr. K-5
Skyhawks Track and Field: Gr. 5-9
Summer fun for Younger Ones

Super Simple Songs: Bugs: Ages 4-5
Taught by Joanna Taylor
There is so much to learn about bugs! In this camp, teacher Joanna will lead campers through singing, crafting, and free play. Songs will help kids learn about the amazing world of insects while engaging in large and small motor development. Join teacher Joanna and sing along to the tune of Summer!
South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $165 620-529

Beach and Water Play Week: Ages 3-5
Taught by Sarah Montgomery and Katherine Leifur
This week young learners will engage all of their senses and imaginations pretending to play at the beach. Each activity is created to be both fun and full of learning. The program is intended to expose children to S.T.E.A.M. by capturing their eyes, minds and hearts with inspiration and imagination.
South View MS  1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $165 620-527

Explore Minnesota: Ages 2-5
Taught by Dawna Finnern
Campers will experience a sense of independence as they learn about the great state of Minnesota. They will read stories, learn fun facts and get excited about the place they call home. New friends, learning and a sense of adventure are all in store for your little one in this summer camp.
South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $165.00 620-501

Creativity and the Arts

Glitter, Shimmer, and Glimmer: Gr. K-4
Taught by Abrakadoodle
Do you love art and things that shimmer and sparkle? Then this is the camp for you! In this camp we’ll draw and paint, sculpt and collage, bringing our art to the next level with glitter, gems, sparkles and more.
South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $180 620-362

CraftMania: Gr. K-4
Taught by Abrakadoodle
Join us in this creative camp as we learn how to turn different crafting materials into pieces of art. We’ll have a blast as we make a clay pinch pot, a wooden trinket box, a paper mache bird, a tie-dye T-shirt and many other fun crafts.
South View MS  1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $180 620-363

Makers Sampler: Gr. 6+
Taught by Youth Enrichment Rec Leaders
Come bring a friend and join us for our Makers Sampler camp! Each day, you’ll get an introductory look into a different crafting medium and learn enough of the basics to complete a small project. All project supplies will be provided by the camp.
South View MS  1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $135 620-453

Expand Your World

Dungeons & Dragons: Gr. 3-12
Taught by Sam Tierney and Zebo Karouso
Spend time with your friends while you enter an alternative reality together. You will all encounter mythical creatures and exercise magical power. Adventure awaits... join today!
Gr. 3-5 Taught by Sam Tierney
South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $90 613-851
Gr. 6-12 Taught by Zebo Karouso
South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $135 620-681

Woodworking: Gr. 4-8
Taught by Youth Enrichment League
This Youth Enrichment League (YEL) class educates students on the use of basic hand tools. Builders will learn to measure, cut, sand, paint and then take home each project they build. SAFETY IS OUR FIRST PRIORITY. No power tools will be used in class.
South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $210 620-415

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Week 2: June 20 - 23

**Beginning Spanish: Gr. 1-4**  
_Taught by WizEducators LLC_  
Let’s get a jumpstart on learning Spanish! In this class we will learn new vocabulary, hold a basic conversation, and listen to a bunch of Spanish music! An awesome opportunity to try learning a new language.

South View MS  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $155  
620-475

South View MS  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $155  
620-477

**Babysitter Training Camp: Gr. 4-9**  
_Taught by Allison Curtis_  
A must for all babysitters! Topics include infant care, child development, good babysitter business practices, emergency and first aid care. In order to receive a certificate, attendance is required at all classes.

South View MS  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $105  
620-051

South View MS  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $105  
620-031

**Girl Power: Self-Love Boot Camp: Gr. 6-8**  
_Taught by Jackie Mart_  
Get ready for an EMPOWERing week! We’ll learn, explore, discuss, and create based on the theme of the day. Topics include Self-Care, Self-Confidence, Self-Respect, and Self-Growth.

_Please note the time for this camp._

South View MS  
1:00-2:30pm  
4 sessions: $185  
613-300

**STEM**

**Crazy Concoctions and Insane Inventions: Gr. K-3**  
_Taught by Tech Tac Toe_  
Messy? Slimy? Sticky? If all this sounds super fun, this is a must take camp for you! Join us in this messy and super exciting camp and have a blast exploring chemical reactions while creating all kinds of ooey gooey, sticky, bouncy, mixtures.

South View MS  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $179  
620-343

**Glam Lab - Stunning Science: Gr. 1-4**  
_Taught by Tech Tac Toe_  
In this camp where science meets glam, you and your “Besties” will have a blast concocting all type of beauty and bath products and more while you learn the science behind them all. Add a pinch of imagination as you create super cool packages and more to take home your very personal creations.

South View MS  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $179  
620-344

**Under the Sea: Gr. K-5**  
_Taught by WizEducators LLC_  
Dive into the great blue sea! Come build a glow in the dark jellyfish, create your own deep sea creature, and make a whole ocean out of jello! Each day students will create a snack, complete a science experiment, read books, play large group games and do an art project.

South View MS  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $171  
620-316

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
**Week 2: June 20 - 23**

**Minecraft Survival and Creative: Gr. 3-8**  
*Taught by Zachariah Prowell of EBS Camps*

Explore Minecraft: Education Edition SURVIVAL or CREATIVE mode as you work in teams on building and problem-solving challenges while exploring various worlds! Due to technology constraints, campers must be an Edina Public Schools student.

**Survival Mode**  
South View MS 9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $159 620-437

**Creative Mode**  
South View MS 1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $159 620-436

**Beginner Coder Pokémon Adventures: Gr. 1-4**  
*Taught by Tech Tac Toe*

New to coding? Then this camp is for you! Create an amazing Pokémon adventure in a video game of your own creation! Specially designed for beginner coders, we make it extra fun for kids to pick up coding skills in a themed camp they love.

South View MS 1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $179 620-345

**Sports, Health & Fitness**

**Augsburg Volleyball Camp: Gr. 1-12**  
*Taught by Macey Terhell*

Augsburg Volleyball Camps include intensive training on fundamental skills as well as offensive and defensive strategies. Campers are grouped by similar skill level to ensure the most improvement, challenge, and fun during the camp experience.

South View MS 9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $190 613-632

**DASH Multi Sports: Gr. K-6**  
*Taught by DASH Sports*

DASH Sports summer Multi-Sport camp includes fun skills training and games in three sports: Soccer, Basketball, and Flag Football. Athletes will spend roughly 1 hour learning and practicing each sport per day. All equipment is provided.

**Gr. K-3**  
ECC 9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $159 620-684

**Gr. 4-6**  
ECC 1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $159 620-685

**Edina Girls’ Basketball Summer Camp: Gr. K-5**  
*Taught by Gaard Performance Academy - Jaime Chapman*

Join the Edina Varsity Girls’ Basketball coaches and players for fun and basketball! See description online or on page 11.

*Please note the time of this camp.*  
South View MS 1:00-3:00pm  
4 sessions: $159 613-642

**Jr Hitters Tennis Camp: Gr. 1-6**  
*Taught by Gaard Performance Academy - Jaime Chapman*

Join EHS Tennis coaches and players for a week of tennis! See description online or on page 11.

*Please note the time of this camp.*  
ECC 10:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $159 613-639

**Hornet Tennis Camp: Gr. K-5**  
*Taught by EBS Camps*

Learn the fundamentals, rules, and etiquette of tennis through fun drills and contests. See description online or on page 11.

ECC 1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $189 613-666

**Skyhawks Soccer Camp: Gr. 1-6**  
*Taught by Skyhawks Sports Camps*

Designed for beginner and intermediate players, this camp focuses on dribbling, passing, shooting, and ball control. Using our progressional curriculum, your young athlete will gain the technical skills and sport knowledge required for the next step into soccer.

ECC 9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $149 620-701

**Skyhawks Track and Field: Gr. 5-9**  
*Taught by Skyhawks Sports Camps*

This camp introduces young athletes to this sport rich in tradition and history. Using special equipment, athletes prepare to compete in cross-country, track & field events, and distance running while learning to enjoy running and being active.

ECC 1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $149 620-761
Weekly Schedule:
Most of our summer camps run Monday through Thursday from either 9:00am to 12:00pm or 1:00 to 4:00pm as listed.

Please review your choices carefully as some times differ.

Week 3: June 27 - 30

Camps at a Glance (Gr. K+)

Morning
- Arts and Crafts: Gr. K-5
- Watercolor Blast: Gr. K-4
- Hip Hop Dance Party: Gr. K-3
- Camp Kindergarten: Incoming Kinders
- Babysitter Training Camp: Gr. 4-9
- Career Explorer: Community Leadership: Gr. 6+
- Chess: Gr. 1-5
- Extreme EV3: Battlebots: Gr. 3-7
- Master Minecraft Modder: Gr. 2-5
- Smelly, Slimy, Messy Lab: Gr. K-3
- DASH Soccer Camp: Gr. K-3
- Hornet Tennis Camp: Gr. 6-8
- Hornet Track and Field: Gr. K-5

Afternoon
- Passion for Fashion: Gr. 1-5
- Star Wars Jedi Movie Making: Gr. 1-3
- Hip Hop Dance Party: Gr. 3-6
- Sculpy Clay: Gr. K-5
- Babysitter Training Camp: Gr. 4-9
- Global Cuisine from Scratch: Gr. 6+
- Advanced Beginner Spanish: Gr. 1-4
- Archeology Explorer: Gr. K-6+
- Discover Magic Blue Wand: Gr. 3-6
- Extreme Coding Machine Learning: Gr. 3-6
- Ultimate YouTube Super Star: Gr. 3-7
- DASH Soccer Camp: Gr. 4-6
- Hornet Tennis Camp: Gr. K-5
- Skyhawks Flag Football: Gr. 1-6

Multi-Week Classes
Starting This Week
Driver’s Education................................p 58
Summer Fun for Younger Ones

Animal Science Week: Ages 3-5
Taught by Sarah Montgomery and Katherine Leifur
This week young learners will immerse themselves in the wild animal kingdom. Each activity is created to be both fun and full of learning. Introduce your child to S.T.E.A.M. with inspiration and imagination!
South View MS  1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $165  627-528

Summer Fun: Ages 2-5
Taught By Dawna Finnern
Campers will experience a sense of independence as they enjoy all things summer. They will read stories, play games and create memories. New friends, learning, and a sense of adventure are all in store for your little one in this summer camp.
South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $165  627-502

Super Simple Songs: Kindergarten Readiness: Ages 4-5
Taught by Joanna Taylor
Kindergarten is just around the corner! In this camp, teacher Joanna will lead campers through singing, crafting and free play. Songs will help kids learn what to expect in Kindergarten and explores their feelings about the milestone. Join teacher Joanna and sing along to the tune of Summer!
South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $165  627-530

DASH Soccer Camp Tykes: Ages 2-5
Taught by DASH Sports
Parents and kids enjoy an introductory soccer experience covering soccer skills and games. We foster a fun and positive environment while learning values of ‘Respect, Hustle, and Pride’. Parent participation is required.

Please note times for these camps.

Ages 2-3
ECC  2:45-3:15pm
4 sessions: $69  627-750

Ages 4-5
ECC  3:30-4:00pm
4 sessions: $69  627-751

Creativity and the Arts

Arts and Crafts: Gr. K-5
Taught by WizEducators LLC
Happy, sad, silly and everywhere in between! Dive deep into emotions and see how they can be represented in literature and art. Each day students will listen to books depicting different emotions like “My Many Colored Days” and create art projects based on these books.
South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $171  627-317

Watercolor Blast: Gr. K-4
Taught by Abrakadoodle
Roll up your sleeves, grab some paint brushes, and have fun creating with watercolors! In this amazing art camp, we’ll have a blast exploring techniques and tricks to create beautiful paintings. Unleash your creativity as we make all sorts of fun projects including our own watercolor book to bring home.
South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $180  627-364

Passion for Fashion: Gr. 1-5
Taught by Abrakadoodle
Is fashion your passion? Then join us at this amazing camp and get thrilled as you create your own designs. We’ll create awesome accessories to wear like purses, necklaces while sketching and designing fancy shoes, clothes and accessories like real designers as we listen to fun music.
South View MS  1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $180  627-365

Star Wars Jedi Movie Making: Gr. 1-3
Taught by Lana Dang
Work on a stop-motion animated LEGO® Star Wars movie. In this exciting hands-on learning class, our instructors will take your student through the entire digital film-making process from start to finish using our Frames software.
South View MS  1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $170  627-512

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Week 3: June 27 - 30

Hip Hop Dance Party: Gr. K-6
Taught by Gina Mayer
Get into the Groove! Students will learn hip hop steps and dances to today’s most popular music. Come learn to leap, turn and shine. This class is not only fun but will improve posture, strength and flexibility in a positive and positive atmosphere.

Please note the times for these camps.
Gr. K-3
South View MS  10:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $131 627-327

Gr. 3-6
South View MS  1:00-3:00pm
4 sessions: $131 627-328

Sculpily Clay: Gr. K-5
Taught by Youth Enrichment Rec Leaders
Squish it! Roll it! Pound it! Come flex your sculpting skills as we explore different techniques and activities focused on the art of clay sculpture! Make room on your prize shelf for all the clay-mazing treasures your kids will bring home!

South View MS  1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $135 627-457

Expand Your World

Feature Class! Career Explorer Jobs in Community Leadership: Gr. 6+
Taught by Youth Enrichment Rec Leaders
What does the superintendent of a school district do? What does it actually mean to be the mayor of a city? This session of our Career Exploration Series focuses on the responsibilities of leadership that helps our community to grow and thrive.

South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $135 627-454

Camp Kindergarten: Incoming Kinders
Taught by WizEducators LLC
Calling all incoming Kindergarteners! Experience what Kindergarten will be like in a small group setting and experience read alouds, calendar time, literacy station rotation, letter identification games, math lessons and so much more!

South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $171 627-325

Chess: Gr. 1-5
Taught by Youth Enrichment League
All levels welcome. The {YEL!} Teach It!...Practice It!...Play It! method keeps chess students progressing with 60+ chess lessons and thousands of puzzles as well as guided games and an end-of-week in-class tournament. Fee includes ChessKid.com membership.

South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $160 627-411

Babysitter Training Camp: Gr. 4-9
Taught by Allison Curtis
A must for all babysitters! Topics include infant care, child development, good babysitter business practices, emergency and first aid care. In order to receive a certificate, attendance is required at all classes.

South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $105 627-052

Global Cuisine from Scratch: Gr. 6+
Taught by Bill Nara
Imagine making authentic homemade tortillas, pasta from scratch, or Thai curry and Chinese fried rice. In addition to preparing all of our favorite international dishes, students will learn important skills such as food preparation and kitchen safety.

South View MS  1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $200 627-514

Advanced Beginner Spanish: Gr. 1-4
Taught by WizEducators LLC
Did you know that the age of 10 is when you need to learn a new language to reach native fluency? Continue your growth during this camp, where we’ll learn about Spanish Culture, present tense verb conjugation, practice oral communication skills and more!

South View MS  1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $155 627-477

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Archeology Explorer: Gr. K-6+
*Taught by Youth Enrichment Rec Leaders*

Unearth the secrets that lay just below the earth’s surface during our week-long Archeology Explorer Camp! Campers will spend their days learning about the world of archeology and discovering all of the hidden treasures that are waiting in the dirt underneath our feet.

**Gr. K-5**
- South View MS 1:00-4:00pm
- 4 sessions: $135
  - 627-455

**Gr. 6+**
- South View MS 1:00-4:00pm
- 4 sessions: $135
  - 627-456

Discover Magic Blue Wand: Gr. 3-6
*Twin Cities Magic Academy*

Get ready for an adventure into the exciting world of magic! Students will learn new tricks involving the eight principles of magic possible and discover the real secrets to becoming a true magician as each lesson reveals an important life skill for communication and self-confidence.

South View MS 1:00-4:00pm
- 4 sessions: $239
  - 627-376

**STEM**

**Extreme EV3: Battlebots: Gr. 3-7**
*Taught by Lana Dang*

Working each day in teams, students will construct fun LEGO models, experiment with programs, and compete in robotic challenges. Robot building, block programming, and teamwork will be part of each day’s activities. Final challenges will be centered around hitting targets and a sumo battle.

South View MS 9:00am-12:00pm
- 4 session: $170
  - 627-511

**Jr. Engineering in the Great Outdoors: Gr. K-3**
*Taught by Engineering For Kids*

In this indoor camp, we are engineering designs to help us explore the great outdoors! Construct a tent, engineer your own survival pack, make smores in your own solar oven and more.

South View MS 9:00am-12:00pm
- 4 sessions: $170
  - 627-506

**Master Minecraft Modder: Gr. 2-5**
*Taught by Tech Tac Toe*

Have an adventure learning to Mod Minecraft! Using Minecraft EDU, you’ll learn the ins and outs of creating a custom adventure map, programming teleporters and using WordEdit to instantly create massive structures. An immersive camp for both beginner and advanced Minecraft fans.

South View MS 9:00am-12:00pm
- 4 sessions: $185
  - 627-347

**Smelly, Slimy, Messy Lab: Gr. K-3**
*Taught by Tech Tac Toe*

Explore the science behind why things smell and how we smell them! In this camp, we’ll create ooey gooey smelly slime, fruity-smelling gack, or our funny-smelling play dough, along with lots more exhilarating scented projects and STEAM games.

South View MS 9:00am-12:00pm
- 4 sessions: $179
  - 627-348

**Extreme Coding Machine Learning: Gr. 3-6**
*Taught by Tina Schoenecker*

Dive into more advanced computer science topics that include artificial intelligence and machine learning. We will create a chatbot, Rock, Paper, Scissors game, an AI character that reacts to insults and compliments, and more in our class.

South View MS 1:00-4:00pm
- 4 sessions: $170
  - 627-420
Week 3: June 27 - 30

Ultimate YouTube Super Star: Gr. 3-7
Taught by Tech Tac Toe
Are you ready to share your talents with the world on YouTube? Learn about making videos, and taking your production to the next level. Create art for your channel, learn about fair use and copyright, and how to masterfully record, edit and upload videos.
South View MS 1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $185

Sports, Health & Fitness

DASH Soccer Camp: Gr. K-6
Taught by DASH Sports
These camps provide players a well-rounded soccer experience covering a range of skills, training and skill-based games. Players will be challenged and grouped at an appropriate level while receiving instruction in a fun, positive environment while learning values of ‘Respect, Hustle, and Pride’.
Gr. K-3
Concord Elementary School 9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $159
Gr. 4-6
Concord Elementary School 1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $159

Hornet Tennis Camp: Gr. K-8
Taught by EBS Camps
Learn the fundamentals, rules, and etiquette of tennis through fun drills and contests. Have fun with current and former EHS players while learning good sportsmanship and kindness to others.
Gr. 6-8
ECC 9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $189
Gr. K-5
ECC 1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $189

Hornet Track and Field: Gr. K-5
Taught by Jonathan D Buckley of EBS Camps
Learn track and field events and participate in a real track meet! Learn how to effectively warm up/cool down, stretch, and participate in plyometrics while becoming faster and stronger in their track & field events.
Gr. 3-5
ECC 9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $145
Gr. K-2
ECC 9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $145

Skyhawks Flag Football: Gr. 1-6
Taught by Skyhawks Sports Camps
A perfect introduction to “America’s Game” or a great refresher for those who want to expand their skills. Campers will learn skills on both sides of the ball in a fun and positive environment.
ECC 1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $149

Hornet Girls Basketball Camp: Gr. K-5
Taught by Jonathan D Buckley of EBS Camps
Current and former EHS Girls’ Basketball players direct and lead this camp, with oversight from Jonathan Buckley. Girls will develop their skills in a fun setting learning from female role models serving as strong, independent, and successful leaders.
Gr. 3-5
South View MS 1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $175
Gr. K-2
South View MS 1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $175

To register, visit edina.ce.eylo.com
THIS SUMMER, TRY SOMETHING NEW.

WE REMOVE FINANCIAL BARRIERS FOR STUDENTS BY PROVIDING GRANTS OF UP TO $500 FOR SUMMER ACTIVITIES. SCAN TO SEE IF YOU QUALIFY.

EDINA GIVE AND GO

TO LEARN MORE OR TO DONATE TO OUR MISSION, VISIT EDINAGIVEANDGO.ORG
Weekly Schedule:

Most of our summer camps run Monday through Thursday from either 9:00am to 12:00pm or 1:00 to 4:00pm as listed.

Please review your choices carefully as some times differ.
Summer Fun for Younger Ones

Super Simple Songs: Action Verbs: Ages 4-5
Taught by Joanna Taylor
Life is full of action! You can JUMP, DANCE, STOP, or GO. Enjoy singing, crafting and free play. Songs will help kids learn about action verbs while engaging in large and small motor development. Join teacher Joanna and sing along to the tune of Summer!
South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $165  711-530

Construction Zone Week: Ages 3-5
Taught by Sarah Montgomery and Katherine Leifur
This week young learners will build, build and build some more while exploring their very own construction zone. Introduce your child to S.T.E.A.M. with inspiration and imagination.
South View MS  1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $165  711-529

Mo Willems Author Study: Ages 2-5
Taught by Dawna Finnern
Campers will experience a sense of independence while immersing themselves in the work of author Mo Williams. They will read Mo’s stories, play games and do crafts relating to the wonderful worlds Mo creates. New friends, learning and a sense of wonder are all in store for your little one in this summer camp.
South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $165  711-503

Creativity and the Arts

Art and Yoga: Gr. K-4
Taught by Abrakadoodle
Join us in this exceptional camp that combines art and yoga. We’ll start our day with yoga and move on to amazing art projects where we’ll draw, paint, collage, sculpt with clay and more. We’ll play yoga games, use breathing and mindfulness techniques, and have a great time unleashing our creativity!
South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $180  711-366

Super Spectacular Summertime Crafts: Gr. K-5
Taught by Jackie Mart
Join Jackie for a fun week full of creating and crafting! During camp we will be making: Puffy Paint, Sidewalk Paint, Homemade Bouncy Balls, Sun-Catchers, and Fairy Lights.
South View MS  1:00-2:30pm
4 sessions: $185  711-301

How do you Doodle?: Gr. K-4
Taught by Abrakadoodle
In this amazing camp you’ll learn how to draw and doodle fun characters, cartoons, and special decorations to make your drawings unique. We’ll learn how to add stunning patterns and dangles to turn your doodles into your own special art style.
South View MS  1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $180  711-367

Middle School Orchestra Camp: Gr. 6-9
Daniel Mollick and Nick Gaudette
Dust off your instrument and join your fellow Edina Orchestra members for a fun summer week of playing music, socializing and meeting special guest artists! We will perform a concert for family and friends on Friday, July 15 at 11:00 a.m.
Please note: This is a Mon-Fri Camp.
EHS  9:00am-12:00pm
5 sessions: $169  711-305

Project Runway: Gr. 4-8
Taught by Youth Enrichment League
This popular camp is back with new projects! Create a swimsuit coverup, mini messenger bag, ear bud case and your personalized sewer’s handbook. Students showcase their projects on the last day of class for family and friends.
South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $190  711-414

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Expand Your World

**Feature Class! Career Explorer Jobs as a First Responder: Gr. 6+**  
*Taught by Youth Enrichment Rec Leaders*

Who would be brave enough to run into a burning building? Or skilled enough to assist at the scene of an accident? In this session of our Career Exploration Summer Series, we’ll discover the high risk, high reward life of a first-responder.

*South View MS*  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $135

**Cursive 101: Gr. 2-6**  
*Taught by Elizabeth A. Swanson*

Take some time this summer to begin learning cursive writing. Students will learn the basics of reading, writing, and forming the cursive letter. The instructor will lead young scholars through introductions, drills, and practice of the cursive alphabet.

*South View MS*  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $130

**Babysitter Training Camp: Gr. 4-9**  
*Taught by Allison Curtis*

A must for all babysitters! Topics include infant care, child development, good babysitter business practices, emergency and first aid care. In order to receive a certificate, attendance is required at all classes.

*South View MS*  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $105

**Create a Community: Gr. K-5**  
*Taught by Youth Enrichment Rec Leaders*

What does it take to make a community? Come and learn about it! Through fun activities, campers will learn to identify and recognize people and places in their home communities and gain the tools and knowledge to build their very own dramatic play-based mini-community by the end of the week.

*South View MS*  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $135

**Minnesota Fair Foods at Home: Gr. 6+**  
*Taught by Bill Nara*

If you love State Fair Food this is the class for you! Learn how to create versions of the best State Fair foods at home. Make Pronto Pups, Loaded Tater Tots, Fresh Cookies, and more. Students will also learn skills such as kitchen safety.

*South View MS*  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $200

**Improv Comedy and Theater: Gr. 6+**  
*Taught by Youth Enrichment Rec Leaders*

Flex your funny bones in this BRAND NEW camp! Explore storytelling and acting in this fun, relaxed intro to the art of improv. Develop stage presence, self-confidence, and respect for fellow performers and their creativity. No experience necessary.

*South View MS*  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $135

**STEM**

**Constructor Camp: Gr. 3-5**  
*Taught by WizEducators LLC*

Dream it!! Design it! Build it! Campers will be introduced to different building materials such as cardboard, wood, electricity, and more. Students will explore their own ideas, and also be challenged daily to build specific designs.

*South View MS*  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $171

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Week 4: July 11 - 14

Minecraft 3D Printing Design: Gr. 2-5  
*Taught by Tech Tac Toe*

If you’re into Minecraft and want to learn about 3D Computer-Aided Design and printing, this is the camp for you! You’ll learn how to use a CAD program with your team as you have fun designing awesome 3D shapes - many Minecraft inspired.

South View MS  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $185  
711-350

Jr. Ocean Engineers: Gr. K-3  
*Taught by Engineering For Kids*

Let’s go visit our friends in the bottom of the ocean and learn about marine life. Explore saltwater density, learn about beach erosion, make sand slime, save the coral reef and more!

South View MS  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $170  
711-507

3D Printing: Build Your Own Robot: Gr. 4-8  
*Taught by Engineering For Kids*

Learn the basics of 3D modeling and printing with 3D pens and CAD (computer-aided design) software. By the end of the week, you’ll put together a basic robot to take home. For students with zero or limited experience with 3D Printing.

South View MS  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $170  
711-509

Code Drones + Code a Video Game: Gr. 2-5  
*Taught by Tech Tac Toe*

Discover this groundbreaking technology as you have a blast learning to code drones, program a drone-inspired video game, and enjoy fun STEAM challenges. A great camp to get introduced to the amazing world of flight and coding.

South View MS  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $185  
711-351

Shark Week: Gr. 3-6  
*Taught by Engineering For Kids*

In this “fintastic” camp, kids will work in teams to complete Shark Week Challenges like Shark Cages, Floating Shark Fins, and the Build a Boat Challenge. They will investigate buoyancy, density, and even some chemical reactions!

South View MS  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $170  
711-508

Computer Science for Kids with Python: Gr. 3-6  
*Taught by Tina Schoenecker*

Get a great head start in learning to code using Python – one of the key programming languages used by professional developers. Because it allows programmers to express concepts in fewer lines of code, it’s the perfect coding language for beginners.

South View MS  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $170  
711-422

Sports, Health & Fitness  

*Please note the times of the camps in this section.*

Skyhawks Volleyball: Gr. 2-7  
*Taught by Skyhawks Sports Camps*

This co-ed program is designed for the beginning and intermediate player. All aspects of the game are taught through drills and exercises as athletes develop fundamental skills through drills and scrimmages aimed at developing the whole player.

South View MS  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $149  
711-706

DASH Multi Sports: Gr. K-6  
*Taught by DASH Sports*

Please see full description online or on page 20.

Gr. K-3  
ECC  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $159  
620-741

Gr. 4-6  
ECC  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $159  
620-752

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
**Skyhawks Flag Football: Gr. 1-6**  
*Taught by Skyhawks Sports Camps*  
Please see full description online or on page 20.  
**ECC**  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $149  
627-699

**Hornet Tennis Camp: Gr. K-8**  
*Taught EBS Camps*  
Please see full description online or on page 20.  
**Gr. K-5**  
ECC  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $189  
613-668  
**Gr. 6-8**  
ECC  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $189  
613-674

**Will DeBerg Little Dribblers Basketball: Gr. K-2**  
*Taught by Will DeBerg*  
New this year! Come learn the basics of basketball while having a blast in the gym with our great coaches. We hope to teach the basics of shooting, dribbling, passing and defense while making it a bunch of fun.  
**EHS**  
1:00-3:00pm  
4 sessions: $199  
711-600

**Will DeBerg High School Basketball: Boys Only: Gr. 10-12**  
*Taught by Will DeBerg*  
Invite only! You must be invited by Will DeBerg to attend these sessions. The first 60 minutes will be intense skill work and the second 60 minutes will be game play of 1 on 1, 3 on 3, and 5 on 5.  
**ECC**  
12:00-2:00pm  
4 sessions: $199  
711-620

**Will DeBerg Boys Basketball Skills Camp and League: Gr. 3-9**  
*Taught by Will DeBerg*  
This program consists of two sessions - Skills Camps and League play - which require separate registration. In Skills Camps, beginner and advanced players build individual basketball skills, while Summer League sessions provide a competitive and structured setting.  
*There is a combined rate of $249 if you sign up for both the skills camp and the league. All classes held at EHS.*  
**Gr. 3-4 Skills Camp**  
9:00-10:30am  
4 sessions: $170*  
711-605  
**Gr. 3-4 Summer League**  
10:45am-12:15pm  
4 sessions: $170*  
711-605  
**Gr. 5-6 Skills Camp**  
9:00-10:30am  
4 sessions: $170*  
711-610  
**Gr. 5-6 Summer League**  
10:45am-12:15pm  
4 sessions: $170*  
711-610  
**Gr. 7-9 Skills Camp**  
12:30-2:00pm  
4 sessions: $170*  
711-615  
**Gr. 7-9 Summer League**  
2:15-3:45pm  
4 sessions: $170*  
711-615

**Hornet Girls Basketball Skills & Drills + League Play: Gr. K-5**  
*Taught by Matt Nilson of EBS Camps*  
The skills & drills portion will focus on popular, engaging, and fundamental basketball drills. Current and former high school players will work closely with campers to develop important skills while having lots of fun. League play will be a fun and exciting game-like environment that teaches players how to positively compete.  
*There is a combined rate of $249 if you sign up for both the skills camp and the league. All classes held at CC.*  
**Gr. K-2 Skills Camp**  
9:00-10:30am  
4 sessions: $170*  
711-526  
**Gr. K-2 League**  
10:30am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $170*  
711-526  
**Gr. 3-5 Skills Camp**  
9:00-10:30am  
4 sessions: $170*  
711-527  
**Gr. 3-5 League**  
10:30am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $170*  
711-527
Make memories this summer at the Edina Aquatic Center!

Opens in June 2022!

EdinaAquaticCenter.com

Come work poolside with us this summer!

SUMMER SEASONAL POSITIONS
Lifeguard    Guest Services    Concessions    Manager

EdinaMN.gov/Jobs
Camps at a Glance (Gr. K+)

**Morning**
- Ultimate Art Effects: Gr. K-4
- Spanish Dancing: Gr. 1-4
- Sweet Treats: Gr. 6+
- Cursive 102: Gr. 2-6
- Chess Camp: Tactics & Strategies: Gr. 3-5
- Literary Magazine - Journalists: Gr. 6+
- College Application Boot Camp: Gr. 12
- Babysitter Training Camp: Gr. 4-9
- Coding My First Game: Minecraft: Gr. 1-4
- Fantastic! Electric Toys: Gr. 1-4
- Outer Space: Gr. K-5
- DASH NFL Flag Football Camp: Gr. K-3
- Skyhawks T-Ball Camp: Gr. K-2
- Will DeBerg Boys Basketball Skill/League: Gr. 3-6
- Will DeBerg Youth Basketball: Girls Only: Gr. 3-9

**Afternoon**
- Spanish Dancing: Gr. 1-4
- Intro to Hand Sewing: Gr. 2-6
- College Application Boot Camp: Gr. 12
- Babysitter Training Camp: Gr. 4-9
- Glitz and Glam Summertime Crafts: Gr. K-5
- Salon and Spa Products at Home: Gr. 6+
- Around the World: Gr. K-5
- Literary Magazine – Creative Writing: Gr. 6+
- Bicycle Repair: Gr. 9-12
- Escape Room: Island Breakout Edition: Gr. 1-4
- Coding: Hacking Java Games: Gr. 4-7
- Archery and Adventure: Gr. 5-9
- Skyhawks Softball Camp: Gr. K-2
- DASH NFL Flag Football Camp: Gr. 4-6
- Will DeBerg Little Dribblers Basketball: Gr. K-2
- Will DeBerg Boys Basketball Skills/League: Gr. 7-9
- Will DeBerg High School Boys Basketball: Gr. 10-12

**Evening**
- EHS Volleyball Camp: Gr. 6-12

**Multi-Week Classes Starting This Week**
- Dyslexia Tutoring: Gr. K-3. p 55
- Driver’s Education. p 58

**Weekly Schedule:**
Most of our summer camps run Monday through Thursday from either 9:00am to 12:00pm or 1:00 to 4:00pm as listed.
Please review your choices carefully as some times differ.
Summer Fun for Younger Ones

Things that Go: Planes, Trains and Automobiles Week: Ages 3-5
Taught by Sarah Montgomery and Katherine Leifur

The program is intended to expose children to S.T.E.A.M. by capturing their eyes, minds and hearts with inspiration and imagination. Each activity is created to be both fun and full of learning. Young learners will fly, drive, whiz and zoom as they learn about all the things that GO!

South View MS  1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $165 718-530

DASH NFL Flag Football Camp Tykes: Ages 2-5
Taught by DASH Sports

Parents and kids will enjoy these officially-licensed NFL camps providing a well-rounded football experience in a safe environment. Get and introduction to the elements of football while having fun together. Parent participation is required.

Please note the times of these camps.

Ages 2-3
ECC  5:00-5:30pm
4 sessions: $94 718-715

Ages 4-5
ECC  5:45-6:15pm
4 sessions: $94 718-716

Creativity and the Arts

Ultimate Art Effects: Gr. K-4
Taught by Abrakadoodle

Bring your art to the next level using special materials like glow in the dark paint, glitter, metallic paint and other unique materials! Join us and have a blast as we create astonishing art that glows in the dark as well as awesome projects with a spark.

South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $180 718-368

Spanish Dancing: Gr. 1-4
Taught by WizEducators LLC

Do you like to dance? If you find yourself tapping your feet to the rhythm of the beat, check out this awesome camp! We will learn about different types of Spanish dances and listen to a bunch of music to sing along to! We will practice a new type of Spanish dance each day.

South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $155 718-479

South View MS  1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $155 718-480

Intro to Hand Sewing: Gr. 2-6
Taught by Elizabeth A. Swanson

It’s time to get back to basics by learning hand sewing basics. Basic hand sewing and embroidery skills will be taught and will be used to create fun and creative projects. Come enjoy a screen-free week of focus and creativity

South View MS  1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $145 718-301

Expand Your World

Sweet Treats: Gr. 6+
Taught by Bill Nara

Learn to make all of your favorite desserts from scratch! Homemade caramel, candies, gummies, pies, and sorbet are some of the sweet treats that you will learn to make. In addition to preparing all of these delicious desserts, students will learn important skills such as food preparation and kitchen safety.

South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $200 718-517

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Week 5: July 18 - 21

Cursive 102: Gr. 2-6
Taught by Elizabeth A. Swanson
Take your cursive skills to the next level. Students will expand on the basics of reading, writing and forming the cursive letter. The instructor will lead young scholars through introductions, drills and practice to improve their cursive alphabet.
South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $130 718-499

Chess Camp: Tactics & Strategies: Gr. 3-5
Taught by Bill Nara
This camp is for players that need the next level of challenge from their school club. Maybe you’re ready to “try” or “improve” your tournament play. Standard chess and variations will be used. Participants should be interested in a deeper level of instruction beyond the basics.
South View MS  9:00-12:00pm
4 sessions: $170 718-522

Literary Magazine - Journalists: Gr. 6+
Taught by Youth Enrichment Rec Leaders
Do you know what goes into writing the articles you see in newspapers, magazines, and online? Come join us in the first installment of our Literary Magazine series where we will focus on Journalists and how we can write, shape, and present information that educates the world.
South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $135 718-461

From Hornet Here to College & Career:
College Application Boot Camp: Gr. 12
Taught by Dylan T Hackbarth, William Hicks, and Sarah Hinson
Please see full description online or on page 9.
EHS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $250 718-443
EHS  1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $250 718-442

Babysitter Training Camp: Gr. 4-9
Taught by Allison Curtis
A must for all babysitters! Topics include infant care, child development, good babysitter business practices, emergency and first aid care. In order to receive a certificate, attendance is required at all classes.
South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $105 718-054
South View MS  1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $105 718-034

Glitz and Glam Summertime Crafts: Gr. K-5
Taught by Jackie Mart
Join Jackie for a fun week full of creating and crafting! During camp we will be making: Rainbow Yarn Wall Hanging, Mermaid Slime, Mermaid Bath Bombs, and a Unicorn Flower Pot Succulent!
Please note the time for this camp.
South View MS  1:00-2:30pm
4 sessions: $185 718-302

Salon and Spa Products at Home: Gr. 6+
Taught by Bill Nara
Take a break, relax, and imagine a spa day at home. Learn how to make homemade bath salts, sugar scrubs, salt scrubs, rosewater, bath bombs, and more. Use these products yourself or give them away as wonderful gifts to friends and family.
South View MS  1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $200 718-519

Around the World: Gr. K-5
Taught by Youth Enrichment Rec Leaders
Are you ready for an adventure to far-away lands and far-off places? Come join us for Around the World camp! You’ll have so much fun each day playing games and activities from different cultures around the world, all while learning a little bit about our global neighbors.
South View MS  1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $135 718-463

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Week 5: July 18 - 21

Literary Magazine – Creative Writing: Gr. 6+
Taught by Youth Enrichment Rec Leaders
Do you have an active imagination that comes up with fantastical characters and situations from everyday life? Join in the second installment of our Literary Magazine series and focus on Creative Writing. Learn the tools to turn your ideas into gripping and compelling stories.
South View MS  1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $135  718-462

STEM

Coding My First Game: Minecraft Adventures: Gr. 1-4
Taught by Tech Tac Toe
Learning to code is fun, especially when you are coding a Minecraft adventure of your own! Create amazing Minecraft creatures to then code and create your personalized Minecraft adventure game you can show and share with your friends.
South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $179  718-352

Fantastic! Electric Toys : Gr. 1-4
Taught by Tech Tac Toe
Do you like buzzers? Speakers? LED lights? This camp puts them all to engineer fun toys and contraptions while learning all about electricity. Take home tons of fun, ELECTRIC toys that you build your own and earn the title of Master Toymaker.
South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $179  718-353

Outer Space: Gr. K-5
Taught by WizEducators LLC
Rocket to outer space by learning about planets, stars and aliens! Make a solar planet mobile. Make a model rocket. Make your own constellation projector and solar slime. Learn about the possibility of life on other planets. Create your own edible mars rover and cookie moon calendar.
South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $171  718-319

Bicycle Repair and Maintenance: Gr. 9-12
Taught by Erik Bloom
Please see description online or on page 9.
Please note the time of this camp.
South View MS  1:00-3:00pm
4 sessions: $285  718-497

Escape Room: Island Breakout Edition: Gr. 1-4
Taught by Tech Tac Toe
In a camp full of twists and turns... are you ready to fulfill your mission? Have a blast this summer as you decipher secret messages, deduce clues and overcome STEM-focused challenges so you can Escape: The Island.
South View MS  1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $179  718-354

Coding: Hacking Java Games: Gr. 4-7
Taught by Lana Dang
Hack into the code of classic games! Students will learn Java coding skills while modifying games such as Asteroids, Tetris, Snake, and more! Coding beginners and more experienced students will love this class. This class requires basic keyboarding skills; bringing a flash drive to save code is recommended.
South View MS  1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $170  718-513

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Archery and Adventure: Gr. 5-9
Taught by Zeebo Karouso
We all know how much Minnesotans love being outside - whether hunting in the woods, swimming on the lake, or camping under the stars. Join us as we practice how to safely use a bow and arrow and other skills to use while in the great outdoors.
ECC 1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $199 718-800

Skyhawks T-Ball Camp: Gr. K-2
Taught by Skyhawks Sports Camps
Learn the fundamentals of T-ball in a fun and positive environment. Designed for beginner and intermediates alike, you’ll gain new skills along with vital life lessons such as respect, teamwork, and responsibility.
ECC 9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $149 718-702

Skyhawks Softball Camp: Gr. K-2
Taught by Skyhawks Sports Camps
Learn the fundamentals of softball in a fun and positive environment. Designed for beginner and intermediates alike, you’ll gain new skills along with vital life lessons such as respect, teamwork, and responsibility.
ECC 1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $149 718-752

EHS Volleyball Camp: Gr. 6-12
Taught by Mary Elizabeth Stucynski
The EHS Volleyball camp is for boys and girls of any ability who want to improve and develop their skills on the court. All participants will get coach attention, game and team experience, and high school technique instruction.
Gr. 6-8
South View MS/ECC 4:15-5:45pm
4 sessions: $110 718-675
Gr. 9-12
South View MS/ECC 6:00-8:00pm
4 sessions: $110 718-676

DASH NFL Flag Football Camp: Gr. K-6
Taught by DASH Sports
These officially-licensed NFL camps provide a well-rounded football experience in a safe environment. Key elements of the game will be taught and practiced daily, with players grouped and challenged at an appropriate level while learning the values of ‘Respect, Hustle, and Pride’.
Gr. K-3
ECC 9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $185 718-690
Gr. 4-6
ECC 1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $185 718-691

Will DeBerg Little Dribblers Basketball: Gr. K-2
Taught by Will DeBerg
New this year! Please see full description online or on page 26.
EHS 1:00-3:00pm
4 sessions: $199 711-601

Will DeBerg High School Basketball: Boys Only: Gr. 10-12
Taught by Will DeBerg
Please see full description online or on page 26. Invitation only.
ECC 12:00-2:00pm
4 sessions: $199 711-621

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Will DeBerg Boys Basketball Skills Camp and League: Gr. 3-9
Taught by Will DeBerg
Please see full description online or on page 26.
*There is a combined rate of $249 if you sign up for both the skills camp and the league. All classes held at EHS.

Skills Camp: Gr. 3-4
9:00-10:30am 4 sessions: $170* 711-606

League Play: Gr. 3-4
10:45am-12:15pm 4 sessions: $170* 711-606

Skills Camp: Gr. 5-6
9:00-10:30am 4 sessions: $170* 711-611

League Play: Gr. 5-6
10:45am-12:15pm 4 sessions: $170* 711-611

Skills Camp: Gr. 7-9
12:30-2:00pm 4 sessions: $170* 711-616

League Play: Gr. 7-9
2:15-3:45pm 4 sessions: $170* 711-616

Will DeBerghs Youth Basketball: Girls Only:
Gr. 3-9
Taught by Will DeBerg
This 90 minute session will be led by current and former college and professional basketball players. Skills include shooting off the catch, shooting off the dribble, ball handling, finishing around the rim, passing, defensive breakdowns, and more! Will also include 1 on 1, 3 on 3, and 5 on 5 game play.

Gr. 3-6
ECC 10:00-11:30am
4 sessions: $125 718-626
Gr. 7-9
ECC 11:30am-1:00pm
4 sessions: $125 718-628

JERRY’S HAS IT!
Housewares & Cleaning Supplies
Lawn & Garden
Weber Grills
Wild Bird Center
Pet Food & Supplies
Stihl Chainsaws
Window & Screen Repair
Plumbing & Electrical Supplies
Keys Made
Pick-Up & Delivery Service
Sharpening Service
Small Engine Repair

www.jerryshardware.com

JERRY’S HAS IT!

Enhancing Smiles...
Building Confidence...
Changing Lives

David A. Cook, DDS, PA
www.smilesatfrance.com
4999 France Ave. South, Suite 230 • Minneapolis • 612-824-7033
Weekly Schedule:
Most of our summer camps run Monday through Thursday from either 9:00am to 12:00pm or 1:00 to 4:00pm as listed.

Please review your choices carefully as some times differ.

Camps at a Glance (Gr. K+)

**Morning**
- State Fair Art Prep: Gr K-5
- Project Knit: Gr. 6+
- Camp Kindergarten: Incoming Kinders
- Cursive 103: Gr. 2-6
- Literary Magazine - Illustrators: Gr. 6+
- Babysitter Training Camp: Gr. 4-9
- Bonjour Camps: K-1
- Spanish Cooking: Gr. 6-9
- Candy Lab: Gr. K-4
- Nature All Around: Gr. K-5
- Minecraft YouTube Video Creation: Gr. 3-7
- DASH T-Ball Camp: Gr. K-2
- Hornet Tennis Camp: Gr. K-5
- Skyhawks Volleyball: Gr. 2-7
- Track & Field Training: Gr. 6-8
- Will DeBerg Boys Basketball Skills/League: Gr. 3-6
- Will DeBerg Youth Basketball: Girls Only: Gr. 3-9

**Afternoon**
- Masters in Clay: Gr. K-3
- The Power of Anime Art: Gr. 6+
- Ultimate Painting Camp!: Gr. K-4
- Babysitter Training Camp: Gr. 4-9
- Spanish Cooking: Gr. 6-9
- Literary Magazine – Photography: Gr. 6+
- Unified Dungeons and Dragons: Gr. 6+
- Escape to Hogwarts: Gr. 3-7
- Kids vs. Wild: Gr. 1-4
- DASH Baseball Camp: Gr. 3-6
- Edina Girls’ Tennis Prep Camp: Gr. 9-12
- Skyhawks Mini-Hawks: Gr. K-2
- Hornet HOT SHOTS Basketball Camp: Gr. K-5
- Little Dribblers Basketball: Gr. K-2
- Will DeBerg Boys Basketball Skills/League: Gr. 7-9
- High School Basketball: Boys Only: Gr. 10-12

**Full Day**
- Bonjour Camps: Gr. 2-5
Summer Fun for Younger Ones

**Little Makers: Stories and Crafts: Ages 4-5**  
*Taught by Corral Johns*

When little minds are engaged through stories and little hands are inspired to make - there is magic! Let your children experience magic this summer at our Little Makers camps. Led by a team from Edina’s Early Learning Center, your preschooler will be led through a wonderful week of stories and crafts. Young learners will be flexing their social and emotional muscles as they make new friends and experience a class room environment.

South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $165  725-493

**Fairytales Camp: Ages 2-5**  
*Taught by Dawna Finnern*

Campers will experience a sense of independence while immersing themselves in their favorite fairytales. They will read the classic stories, dress up and do crafts. New friends, learning and a sense of wonder are all in store for your little one in this magical camp.

South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $165  725-504

**Dinosaur Rawr Week: Ages 3-5**  
*Taught by Sarah Montgomery and Katherine Leifur*

This week is all about dinosaurs! Stories, pretending, and crafts will keep children engaged and energized as they imagine the Jurassic world. Introduce your child to S.T.E.A.M. with inspiration and imagination.

South View MS  1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $165  725-532

Creativity and the Arts

**State Fair Art Prep: Gr. K-5**  
*Taught by Youth Enrichment Rec Leaders*

The Great Minnesota Get-Together is just around the corner, and we want YOU to come make some state-fair worthy art! Come join us for a week of arts, crafts, and activities that are focused on creating pieces to showcase at the Fair!

South View MS  9:00am- 12:00pm  
4 sessions: $135  725-466

**Project Knit: Gr. 6+**  
*Taught by Bill Nara*

Hats, scarfs, blankets and more! Keep yourself warm this year by learning to make your own hat, scarf or blanket. Students will learn basic skills in beginning knitting and crocheting to create a basic project. Tools and materials for knitting will be provided.

South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $200  725-521

**Masters in Clay: Gr. K-3**  
*Taught by Kidcreate Studio*

Be inspired by art created by Vincent Van Gogh, Claude Monet, Edward Munch and Claes Oldenburg. We will recreate famous works of art like Monet’s Water Lilies, Munch’s The Scream, Oldenburg’s Spoonbridge and Cherry and many others, all in clay.

South View MS  1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $145  725-429

**The Power of Anime Art: Gr. 6+**  
*Taught by Giordano Fontana*

If you are looking to learn how to draw anime this class is for you. Here you will learn and improve your anime and manga style drawing, with step-by-step drawing lessons as well as other anime related tips and advice!

South View MS  1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $155  725-427

**Ultimate Painting Camp!: Gr. K-4**  
*Taught by Abrakadoodle*

Explore your creativity painting awesome masterpieces while exploring many types of painting techniques like tempera on canvas, multimedia art, watercolors, and much more. Have a blast mixing colors to bring your creations to life.

South View MS  1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $180  725-369

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Expand Your World

Camp Kindergarten: Incoming Kinders
Taught by WizEducators LLC
Calling all incoming Kindergarteners! Get ready for the start of Kindergarten this four day camp. Experience what Kindergarten will be like in a small group setting and experience read alouds, calendar time, literacy station rotation, letter identification games, math lessons and so much more!
South View MS 9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $171
627-326

Cursive 103: Gr. 2-6
Taught by Elizabeth A. Swanson
It’s time to put your basic cursive skills to the test. The instructor will lead the scholars in practical applications of their cursive alphabet. Letter writing, Creative writing and Historical documents will all be utilized during this third level of camp.
South View MS 9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $130
725-300

Literary Magazine - Illustrators: Gr. 6+
Taught by Youth Enrichment Rec Leaders
Do you have the power to take ideas and bring them to life through doodles and sketches? Come join us in the fourth installment of our Literary Magazine series where we will focus on Illustrations and bringing words and stories to life with just a few art supplies and some paper.
South View MS 9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $135
725-463

Bonjour Camps for Normandale Elementary French Immersion Students
Get ready for fall with a sampling of the daily experience of the grade you’re entering. Have fun learning new ideas and routines, supplementing and reinforcing concepts, and seeing old and new friends! Each section of Bonjour is the same. Please do not sign up for more than one section.

Please note the times of these camps.

Bonjour Camp: Gr. K
Taught by Harriet Abdo
South View MS 10:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $150
725-444
South View MS 1:00-3:00pm
4 sessions: $150
725-448

Bonjour Camp: Gr. 1
Taught by Hope Miller Heffelfinger
South View MS 10:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $350
725-452
South View MS 10:00am-3:00pm
4 sessions: $350
725-453

Bon jour Camp: Gr. 2
Taught by Katharine Leigh Thomas
South View MS 10:00am-3:00pm
4 sessions: $350
725-456

Bon jour Camp: Gr. 3
Taught by Bianca Gelia Suglia
South View MS 10:00am-3:00pm
4 sessions: $350
725-454

Bon jour Camp: Gr. 4 & 5
Taught by Roxanne May
South View MS 10:00am-3:00pm
4 sessions: $350
725-456
Spanish Cooking: Gr. 6-9  
*Taught by WizEducators LLC*

¿Cómo hacer las tortillas o tortilla española? How do you make homemade Spanish tortillas or other typical Spanish dishes? If you enjoy cooking and baking, check out this Spanish cooking class! We will learn how to make tortilla Española, Paella, homemade tortilla soft shells and more!

South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $155  725-681

South View MS  1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $155  725-682

Literary Magazine – Photography: Gr. 6+  
*Taught by Youth Enrichment Rec Leaders*

Do you have an eye to see the beauty in everyday life? Want to learn how to capture the moment with the click of a button? Come join us in the third installment of this series where we will focus on how to fit 1000 words into a single snapshot.

South View MS  1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $135  725-465

Unified Dungeons and Dragons: Gr. 6+  
*Taught by Zeebo Karouso*

Spend time with your friends while you enter an alternative reality together playing Dungeons and Dragons. You will all encounter mythical creatures and exercise magical power. Adventure awaits... join today!

South View MS  1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $135  725-474

STEM

Candy Lab: Gr. K-4  
*Taught by Tech Tac Toe*

Create sweet summer memories in this exhilarating STEAM camp! Have delicious fun discovering the science behind your favorite sweets, mixing up tasty experiments, and packaging your creations. As you do, learn about the science and chemistry of food as well as super interesting STEAM concepts.

South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $179  725-356

Nature All Around: Gr. K-5  
*Taught by WizEducators LLC*

Nature lovers unite as we learn different bird calls, build bird feeders, identify different bugs, make a terrarium and so much more. In this camp, campers will learn about bugs, birds, plants and Minnesota wildlife through crafts, science experiments, games and creating snacks based on nature.

South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $171  725-320

Minecraft YouTube Video Creation: Gr. 3-7  
*Taught by Tech Tac Toe*

Don’t just watch YouTube – create your very own videos and channel! Learn how with this camp. We’ll use Minecraft to teach you how to launch your own YouTube channel. Learn production skills and understand fair use and copyright ideas with other gamers in the coolest summer camp!

South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $185  725-355

Escape to Hogwarts: Gr. 3-7  
*Taught by Engineering For Kids*

The Ministry of Magic invites all aspiring wizards to this extraordinary camp. Participate in Hogwarts-style engineering challenges to earn points for your houses. At the end of the week, the house with the most points is awarded the house cup, a great honour!

South View MS  1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $170  725-423

*Taught by Lana Dang*

Join us as we explore, investigate, and solve problems while learning about the engineering of simple machines. Students working in pairs will enjoy hands-on activities using LEGO® brand engineering components that incorporate math, science, and creativity.

South View MS  1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $155  725-424

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Kids vs. Wild: Gr. 1-4
*Taught by Tech Tac Toe*
Do you have what it takes to survive in the wild? In this camp you and your team create cool gadgets to survive the wilderness. You’ll create a shelter, engineer a device for drinkable water, harness the power of the sun, and so much more. You’ll return transformed from this wild adventure!
South View MS  1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $179 725-357

Sports, Health & Fitness

*Please note the times for the camps in this section.*

**DASH T-Ball/Baseball Camp: Gr. K-6**
*Taught by DASH Sports*
These camps provide a well-rounded experience in a fun environment. Key elements of the sports will be introduced and practiced and players will be grouped at appropriate levels while learning values of ‘Respect, Hustle, and Pride’. Balls and bats provided.

**T-Ball: Gr. K-2**
ECC  9:00am-12:00pm  613-81
4 sessions: $159

**Baseball: Gr. 3-6**
ECC  1:00-4:00pm  613-83
4 sessions: $159

Edina Girls’ Tennis High School Season Prep Camp: Gr. 9-12
*Taught by Gaard Performance Academy - Jaime Chapman*
This camp is designed for girls’ tennis players interested in playing for the high school tennis team. Players will prepare for the season with competitive match play along with the opportunity to tune up their strokes through high energy drills and games.
ECC  1:00-2:30pm  725-644
4 sessions: $129
ECC  2:30-4:00pm  725-645
4 sessions: $129

**Hornet Tennis Camp: Gr. K-5**
*Taught by Jonathan D Buckley*
See description online or on page 11.
ECC  9:00am-12:00pm  725-669
4 sessions: $189

**Skyhawks Mini-Hawks: Gr. K-2**
*Taught by Skyhawks Sports Camps*
This multi-sport program gives children a positive first step into baseball, basketball, and soccer. Campers will explore balance, movement, hand/eye coordination, and skill development at their own pace.
ECC  9:00am-12:00pm  725-644
4 sessions: $129

**Skyhawks Volleyball: Gr. 2-7**
*Taught by Skyhawks Sports Camps*
See description online or on page 25.
South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm  711-703
4 sessions: $149

**Track & Field Training: Gr. 6-8**
*Taught by Kayla Maring*
This program helps students increase their overall athletic ability through track and field events, drills, and workouts. Participants will work on improving strength, power, and refining techniques. Students will also participate in various track and field events such as sprints, shot put, long jump and hurdles.
ECC  9:00am-12:00pm  711-649
4 sessions: $149

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Hornet HOT SHOTS Basketball Camp: Gr. K-5
Taught by Jonathan Buckley
This camp focuses on the player’s development by teaching fundamentals and improving basketball skills with Buck’s enthusiastic and positive approach. Current and former EHS Boys and Girls players will serve as coaches.

Gr. K-2
South View MS 1:00-4:00pm 4 sessions: $175 725-636

Gr. 3-5
South View MS 1:00-4:00pm 4 sessions: $175 725-671

Will DeBerg Little Dribblers Basketball: Gr. K-2
Taught by Will DeBerg
New this year! Come learn the basics of basketball while having a blast in the gym with our great coaches. We hope to teach the basics of shooting, dribbling, passing and defense while making it a bunch of fun.

EHS 1:00-3:00pm 4 sessions: $199 711-602

Will DeBerg Youth Basketball: Girls Only: Gr. 3-9
Taught by Will DeBerg
This 90 minute session will be led by current and former college and professional basketball players. Skills include shooting off the catch, shooting off the dribble, ball handling, finishing around the rim, passing, defensive breakdowns, and more! Will also include 1 on 1, 3 on 3, and 5 on 5 game play.

Gr. 3-6
ECC 10:00-11:30am 4 sessions: $125 718-627

Gr. 7-9
ECC 11:30am-1:00pm 4 sessions: $125 718-629

Will DeBerg Boys Basketball Skills Camp and League: Gr. 3-9
Taught by Will DeBerg
This program consists of two sessions - Skills Camps and League play - which require separate registration. In Skills Camps, beginner and advanced players build individual basketball skills, while Summer League sessions provide a competitive and structured setting.
*There is a combined rate of $249 if you sign up for both the skills camp and the league. All classes held at EHS.

Skills Camp: Gr. 3-4
9:00am-10:30am 4 sessions: $170* 711-607

League Play: Gr. 3-4
10:45am-12:15pm 4 sessions: $170* 711-607

Skill Camp: Gr. 5-6
9:00am-10:30am 4 sessions: $170* 711-612

League Play: Gr. 5-6
10:45am-12:15pm 4 sessions: $170* 711-612

Skills Camp: Gr. 7-9
2:30-2:00pm 4 sessions: $170* 711-617

League Play: Gr. 7-9
2:15-3:45pm 4 sessions: $170* 711-617

Will DeBerg High School Basketball: Boys Only: Gr. 10-12
Taught by Will DeBerg
Invite only! You must be invited by Will DeBerg to attend these sessions. The first 60 minutes will be intense skill work and the second 60 minutes will be game play of 1 on 1, 3 on 3, and 5 on 5.

ECC 12:00-2:00pm 4 sessions: $199 711-622

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Weekly Schedule:
Most of our summer camps run Monday through Thursday from either 9:00am to 12:00pm or 1:00 to 4:00pm as listed. Please review your choices carefully as some times differ.

Week 7: August 1 - 4

Camps at a Glance (Gr. K+)

Morning
Art Faves: Gr. K-4
State Fair Art Prep: Gr 6+
Unified Theater Class: Gr. 6+
Encanto Musical Theater Camp: Ages 4-8
Animal Crossing: Gr. K-5
High School Success Strategies: Gr. 9-10
Literary Magazine- Editing: Gr. 6+
Spy Kids: Gr. K-5
Día de los muertos: Gr. 1-4
College Application Boot Camp: Gr. 12
Babysitter Training Camp: Gr. 4-9
Bonjour Camps: Gr. K-1
Jr. Zoo Camp: Gr. K-3
Cooking with Chemistry: Gr. 6+
Awesome Robotics for Kids: Gr. 1-4
Jr Hitters Tennis Camp: Gr. 1-6
DASH Soccer Camp: Gr. K-3
Team Handball: Gr. 3-5
Hornet Track and Field: Gr. K-5
Will DeBerg Boys Basketball Skills /League: Gr. 3-6

Afternoon
Sing 2 Musical Theater Camp: Ages 7-11
Magical Creatures and Unicorn Art: Gr. K-4
Pokémon Art Fun!: Gr. K-4
Rock and Roll Band Camp: Gr. 6+
Día de los muertos: Gr. 1-4
College Application Boot Camp: Gr. 12
Babysitter Training Camp: Gr. 4-9
Up Up and Away: Gr. K-5
Jr. Engineer: Battle Bots: Gr. 1-4
Robotics 2.4: Gr. 1-5
Robotics Evolution: Gr. 4-8
DASH Soccer Camp: Gr. 4-6
Hornet Tennis Camp: Gr. K-5
Skyhawks Soccer Camp: Gr. 1-6
Will DeBerg Little Dribblers Basketball: Gr. K-2
Edina Girls’ Basketball Summer Camp: Gr. K-5
Will DeBerg Boys Basketball Skills /League: Gr. 7-9
High School Basketball: Boys Only: Gr. 10-12

All Day
Bonjour Camps: Gr. 2-5

Multi-Week Classes
Starting This Week
Driver’s Education: Ages 14.5-18 .......... p 58
Online: Comprehensive ACT Prep.......... p 59
Reading Express: Ages 5-8 ..................... p 59
Strength/Speed Training: Gr. 6-9 .......... p 61

Two-Week Camps
Starting This Week
Young Writers Workshop: Gr. 6-10 .... p 44
Young Authors: Ages 7-11...................... p 44
Hybrid: Camp Venom: Gr. 4-7.............. p 44
Summer Fun for Younger Ones

**Little Makers: Stories and Crafts: Ages 4-5**  
*Taught by Corral Johns*

When little minds are engaged through stories and little hands are inspired to make- there is magic! Let your children experience magic at our Little Makers camps. Led by a team from Edina’s Early Learning Center, your preschooler will be led through a wonderful week of stories and crafts.

South View MS  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $165  
801-494

**Todd Parr Author Study: Ages 2-5**  
*Taught by Dawna Finnern*

Campers will experience a sense of independence while immersing themselves in the work of author Todd Parr. They will read Todd’s stories, play games and do crafts relating to the wonderful worlds Todd Parr creates. New friends, learning, and a sense of wonder are all in store for your little one.

South View MS  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $165  
801-505

**Fairytales Week: Ages 3-5**  
*Taught by Sarah Montgomery and Katherine Leifur*

Leap into the imaginary world of favorite fairytales. Through the magic of these enduring stories, children will explore and learn. Introduce your child to S.T.E.A.M. with inspiration and imagination.

South View MS  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $165  
801-531

**DASH Soccer Camp Tykes: Ages 2-3**  
*Taught by DASH Sports*

Parents and kids enjoy an introductory soccer experience covering soccer skills and games. We foster a fun and positive environment while learning values of ‘Respect, Hustle, and Pride’. Parent participation is required.

Please note the times of these camps.

**Ages 2-3**

Concord Elementary  
5:00-5:30pm  
4 sessions: $69  
627-730

**Ages 4-5**

Concord Elementary  
5:45-6:15pm  
4 sessions: $69  
627-731

Also see Musical Theater for ages 4+ below!

Creativity and the Arts

**Art Faves: Gr. K-4**  
*Taught by Abrakadoodle*

If you love art, this is the camp for you! Join us and have a blast creating amazing projects with all sorts of art materials like watercolors, pastels, clay, canvas and more! We’ll draw, paint, sculpt, and collage amazing projects to take home.

South View MS  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $180  
801-370

**State Fair Art Prep: Gr 6+**  
*Taught by Youth Enrichment Rec Leaders*

The Great Minnesota Get-Together is just around the corner, and we want YOU to come make some state-fair worthy art! Come join us for a week of arts, crafts, and activities that are focused on creating pieces to showcase at the Fair!

South View MS  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $135  
801-466

**Unified Theater Class: Gr. 6+**  
*Taught by Youth Enrichment Rec Leaders*

Back by popular demand, come take your place in the limelight in this immersive, all-inclusive theater week! Students of all abilities will work together to create a moving piece of performance art. Join us for an experience you will never forget.

South View MS  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $135  
801-471

**Encanto Musical Theater Camp: Ages 4-8**  
*Taught by Gina Mayer*

If you could choose to have any amazing ability, what would it be? Let’s all put our special gifts into a story! We will learn music and choreography from Encanto and create our own musical! Learn how to properly speak your lines, block a scene, develop your character, and much more!

South View MS  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $140  
801-329

Also see Musical Theater for ages 4+ below!
Sing 2 Musical Theater Camp: Ages 7-12
Taught by Gina Mayer
You and your friends want to put on a show in glamorous Redshore City! Let’s make it happen! We will learn music and choreography from Sing 2 and create our own musical! Learn how to properly speak your lines, block a scene, develop your character, and much more!
South View MS 1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $140 801-331

Marvelous, Magical Creatures and Unicorn Art: Gr. K-4
Taught by Abrakadoodle
Do you love unicorns? How about narwhals and fairies? In this creative and whimsical camp we’ll learn to draw, paint, and sculpt with clay, using a variety of mediums and techniques to create magical and adorable projects like unicorns, narwhals, and many other enchanting creatures.
South View MS 1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $180 801-371

Pokémon Art Fun!: Gr. K-4
Taught by Abrakadoodle
Calling all Pokémon fans! Join us at this ultimate Pokémon art camp based on the hit series and movie. You’ll have a blast as you explore your creative side learning how to draw, paint, collage and sculpt creatures from Pokémon to take home. You can bring your card collection to class!
South View MS 1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $180 801-372

Rock and Roll Band Camp: Gr. 6+
Taught by Bill Nara
Do you want to rock and roll all day and all night? Try a variety of instruments including the electric guitar, bass, keyboards, and drums, with the goal of learning a full song or two to perform by the end of the week. Prior musical experience is welcome but not required, we will keep it simple and fun.
South View MS 1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $200 801-525

Expand Your World

Animal Crossing: Gr. K-5
Taught by Youth Enrichment Rec Leaders
In this camp you’ll have a great time learning how to create and manage your own island, setting up a booming economy that gets you rich on bells, and learning the tips and tricks to keep old mister Tom Nook happy. Learn how to create your own island paradise!
South View MS 9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $135 801-468

High School Success Strategies Boot Camp: Gr. 9-10
Taught by Jules Block
Designed to prepare students to be personally and academically successful, this camp will help students know themselves through self-assessments, learn to exercise their emotional muscle, set goals, use success strategies that work, and use their resources to navigate high school.
EHS 9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $428 801-306

Literary Magazine- Editing: Gr. 6+
Taught by Youth Enrichment Rec Leaders
Come join us in the fifth and final installment of our Literary Magazine series where we will focus on Editing and learn the immense task of bringing structure and order to the chaos that is a periodical, and how exactly it can go from a hodgepodge of ideas to a fully realized publication.
South View MS 9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $135 801-467

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Spy Kids: Gr. K-5  
*Taught by WizEducators LLC*

You walk into the room and see clues indicating your teacher is missing! Can you figure out who stole your teacher before the ransom is due? In this four day camp, each day will present you with a different challenge you must use your detective skills to complete. Can you figure out who did it?

South View MS  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $171  
801-321

**Día de los muertos: Gr. 1-4  
*Taught by WizEducators LLC***

A typical Spanish holiday, día de los muertos has become more and more common to celebrate in the United States. Learn the meaning of the holiday and then make traditional sugar skulls, ofrendas, and marigold flowers. Join the fun and celebrate día de los muertos!

South View MS  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $155  
801-683
South View MS  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $155  
801-684

**From Hornet Here to College & Career: College Application Boot Camp: Gr. 12  
*Taught by Dylan T Hackbarth, William Hicks, and Sarah Hinson***

Please see full description online or on page 9.

EHS  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $250  
801-445
EHS  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $250  
801-444

**Babysitter Training Camp: Gr. 4-9  
*Taught by Allison Curtis***

See full description online or on page 30.

South View MS  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $105  
801-056
South View MS  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $105  
801-036

**Bonjour Camps for Normandale Elementary French Immersion Students**

Get ready for fall with a sampling of the daily experience of the grade you’re entering. Have fun learning new ideas and routines, supplementing and reinforcing concepts, and seeing old and new friends! Each section of Bonjour is the same. Please do not sign up for more than one section.

*All classes held at South View MS.*

**Bonjour Camp: Gr. K  
*Taught by Harriet Abdo***

10:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $150  
801-446
1:00-3:00pm  
4 sessions: $150  
801-450

**Bonjour Camp: Gr. 1  
*Taught by Hope Miller Heffelfinger***

10:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $150  
801-451
1:00-3:00pm  
4 sessions: $150  
801-452

**Bonjour Camp: Gr. 2  
*Taught by Katharine Leigh Thomas***

10:00am-3:00pm  
4 sessions: $350  
801-453

**Bonjour Camp: Gr. 3  
*Taught by Bianca Gelia Suglia***

10:00am-3:00pm  
4 sessions: $350  
801-454

**Bonjour Camp: Gr. 4 & 5  
*Taught by Roxanne May***

10:00am-3:00pm  
4 sessions: $350  
801-457

**Up Up and Away: Gr. K-5  
*Taught by Youth Enrichment Rec Leaders***

From simple hang gliders to complex rocket ships, come explore the wild blue yonder with us! Campers will learn all about the vehicles that transport people through the skies, and they will even build some miniature versions that will soar through the air on a much smaller scale.

South View MS  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $135  
801-469

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Two-Week Camps!

These camps run this week and next. Please note the times for each.

Young Writers Workshop: Gr. 6-10
Taught by Caitlin Bailey of EBS Camps

Join this workshop for feedback and guidance on your creative writing. We will follow a Writer’s Workshop model to guide our writing process and will “publish” a final piece by the end of the class.

South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
8 sessions: $299  801-382

Young Authors: Ages 7-11
Taught by WizEducators LLC

Dream big, young authors! During this camp, students will have fun while immersing themselves in the world of writing. Work with a licensed teacher to create a piece to be published and talk with real-world authors and illustrators.

South View MS  4:00-5:30pm
8 sessions: $155  801-487

Hybrid: Camp Venom: Gr. 4-7
Taught by Sreeyutha Ratala

Camp Venom is an easy and fun way to get accustomed to the popular programming language, Python. From the fundamentals of programming to creating your very own Alien Invasion Game, this camp will teach campers essential Python skills.

South View MS  2:00-4:00pm
9 sessions: $50  In Person: 801-062
               Online: 801-063

STEM

Jr. Zoo Camp: Gr. K-3
Taught by Engineering For Kids

Come learn about the incredible adaptations of animals all over the globe. We’ll camouflage with chameleons or shake claws with lobsters as we use bricks to build different animals. By the end of the week, we will have learned about enough animals to build our own zoo!

South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $170  801-508

Cooking with Chemistry: Gr. 6+
Taught by Bill Nara

Learn how basic things in your kitchen are actually real chemicals and compounds that react with each other for delicious results! Explore how time, heat and cold are used to affect the outcomes of recipes used in class. Eat your results...if you dare!

South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $200  801-518

Awesome Robotics for Kids: Gr. 1-4
Taught by Tech Tac Toe

Using the latest WeDo® 2.0 system from LEGO®, this camp will ignite the STEM spark in your child. Working in pairs, kids will explore logic, patterns, and math while developing basic programming techniques using custom-made programming blocks in PCs. (No LEGO® is taken home)

South View MS  9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $179  801-358

Jr. Engineer: Battle Bots: Gr. 1-4
Taught by Tech Tac Toe

Spend the week engineering fantastic battle bots to battle other teams! With tons of gears, LEGO® Technic pieces, and moving parts, teams will create a Battle bot, rescue bot, racing car and more! Battle your friends, improve your design and test again. Other robotic projects may be included.

South View MS  1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $179  801-359

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Robotics 2.4: Gr. 1-5  
_Taught by Youth Enrichment League_  
Build a rescue helicopter, a dragster, and a moon rover. Then program the ‘copter to fly, the dragster to race, and the rover to roam. {YEL!}’s Teach It! Practice It! Play It® classroom method emphasizes 21st Century Learning skills like STEM, teamwork, and problem solving. Find out more at YELKids.com.

South View MS  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $155  
801-419

Robotics Evolution: Gr. 4-8  
_Taught by Youth Enrichment League_  
A great way to gain experience for the FIRST® LEGO® League annual robotics competition. Students work in groups of 2-3 to create multiple robots that can complete real-life tasks. {YEL!}’s method emphasizes 21st Century skills like STEM, teamwork, and problem solving. Find out more at YELKids.com.

South View MS  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $205  
801-418

Sports  
_Please note the time of the camps in this section_.

Jr Hitters Tennis Camp: Gr. 1-6  
_Taught by Gaard Performance Academy - Jaime Chapman_  
Join EHS Tennis coaches and players for a great summer of tennis! This camp is designed to give beginner to advanced beginner players a fun experience where they will learn the game and improve their athletic skills through high energy games and activities.

ECC  
10:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $159  
613-640

DASH Soccer Camp: Gr. K-6  
_Taught by DASH Sports_  
These camps provide players a well-rounded soccer experience covering a range of skills, training and skill-based games. Players will be challenged and grouped at an appropriate level while receiving instruction in a fun, positive environment while learning values of ‘Respect, Hustle, and Pride’.

Gr. K-3  
Concord Elementary  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $159  
627-693

Gr. 4-6  
Concord Elementary  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $159  
627-695

Team Handball: Gr. 3-5  
_Taught by Emory Robles_  
Handball is one of the most popular and fastest growing international sports, and this is an amazing chance to be at the cutting edge of US introduction. All young athletes who enjoy fast-paced team sports will enjoy this team activity.

South View MS  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $135  
801-789

Hornet Tennis Camp: Gr. K-5  
_Taught by EBS Camps_  
Learn the fundamentals, rules, and etiquette of tennis through fun drills and contests. Have fun with current and former EHS players while learning good sportsmanship and kindness to others.

ECC  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $189  
613-670

Skyhawks Soccer Camp: Gr. 1-6  
_Taught by Skyhawks Sports Camps_  
Beginner and intermediate players, will practice dribbling, passing, shooting, and ball control. Using our progresional curriculum, your young athlete will gain the technical skills and sport knowledge required for the next step into soccer.

ECC  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $149  
620-702
Will DeBerg Little Dribblers Basketball: Gr. K-2  
*Taught by Will DeBerg*  
New this year! Come learn the basics of basketball while having a blast in the gym with our great coaches. We hope to teach the basics of shooting, dribbling, passing and defense while making it a bunch of fun.  
EHS  1:00-3:00pm  
4 sessions: $199  
711-603

Edina Girls’ Basketball Summer Camp: Gr. K-5  
*Taught by Gaard Performance Academy - Jaime Chapman*  
Join for fun and basketball with the Edina Varsity Girls’ Basketball coaches and high school players! Participants will improve basketball skills in a positive, high energy environment. Each day includes coaching on fundamental skill work along with fun games.  
South View MS  1:00-3:00pm  
4 sessions: $159  
613-643

Will DeBerg Boys Basketball Skills Camp and League: Gr. 3-9  
*Taught by Will DeBerg*  
This program consists of two sessions - Skills Camps and League play - which require separate registration. In Skills Camps, beginner and advanced players build individual basketball skills, while Summer League sessions provide a competitive and structured setting.  
*All classes held at EHS.*  
**Skills Camp: Gr. 3-4**  
9:00-10:30am  
4 sessions: $170*  
711-608  
**League Play: Gr. 3-4**  
10:45am-12:15pm  
4 sessions: $170*  
711-608  
**Skills Camp: Gr. 5-6**  
9:00-10:30am  
4 sessions: $170*  
711-613  
**League Play: Gr. 5-6**  
10:45am-12:15pm  
4 sessions: $170*  
711-613  
**Skills Camp: Gr. 7-9**  
12:30-2:00pm  
4 sessions: $170*  
711-618  
**League Play: Gr. 7-9**  
2:15-3:45pm  
4 sessions: $170*  
711-618  
*There is a combined rate of $249 if you sign up for both the skills camp and the league.

Will DeBerg High School Basketball: Boys Only: Gr. 10-12  
*Taught by Will DeBerg*  
Invite only! You must be invited by Will DeBerg to attend these sessions. The first 60 minutes will be intense skill work and the second 60 minutes will be game play of 1 on 1, 3 on 3, and 5 on 5.  
ECC  12:00-2:00pm  
4 sessions: $199  
711-623

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Help students learn English, earn a GED or Adult Diploma or prepare for college. To volunteer, call 952-681-6109.

This program is partially funded with a grant from the Minnesota Department of Education using state and/or federal funding, Minnesota Statute Section 124D.522 and/or CFDA 84.002, Adult Basic Education-Grants to States. A proud partner of the American Job Center network.

FREE ADULT CLASSES
- ESL
- ADULT DIPLOMA
- CAREER PATHWAYS
- COLLEGE PREP
- GED PREP

Visit our website to fill out a registration form or call 952-681-6170.
Visit us on Facebook 🌐

2575 West 88th Street, Bloomington, MN 55431       www.metrosouth.org       952-681-6170

Looking for program options for the final weeks of summer?

Summer Day Programs
Camps • Family Activities

Visit EdinaResourceCenter.com/Summer
952-848-3936   contact@edinaresourcecenter.com
Week 8: August 8 -11

Weekly Schedule:
Most of our summer camps run Monday through Thursday from either 9:00am to 12:00pm or 1:00 to 4:00pm as listed.

Please review your choices carefully as some times differ.

Camps at a Glance (Gr. K+)

**Morning**
- Beginning Orchestra: Gr. 5
- Moana Musical Theater Camp: Ages 4-8
- Career Explorer: Artist, Actors & Designers Gr. 6+
- Unified Sensory Camp: Gr. 6+
- Little Builders: Gr. K-5
- Dungeons and Dragons: Gr. 6-12
- Reduce, Reuse, Recycle: Gr. K-5
- College App/Essay Writing: Gr. 10-12
- Hola Hola Coca Cola: Gr. 1-4
- Babysitter Training Camp: Gr. 4-9
- Fencing: Gr. 2-5
- Skyhawks Flag Football: Gr. 1-6
- DASH Athleticism Camp: Gr. K-3
- DASH Volleyball Camp: Gr. K-3
- Edina Wrestling Camp: Gr. K-8
- Will DeBerg Boys Basketball Skills/League: Gr. 3-6

**Afternoon**
- Hand Sewing: Level Up: Gr. 2-6
- Fun & Funky Jewelry: Gr. 3-7
- We Can Be Heroes Musical Theater Camp: Ages 7-11
- Bedazzled!: Gr. K-4
- Yummy Yum Art Camp!: Gr. K-4
- College App/Essay Writing: Gr. 10-12
- Hola Hola Coca Cola: Gr. 1-4
- Babysitter Training Camp: Gr. 4-9
- DIY Natural Product Making Workshop: Gr. 6-8
- Fantasy Football Draft Simulator: Gr. 6+
- Ninja Camp: Gr. K-5
- Unified Fit and Active: Gr. 6+
- Choose Your Own Adventure Writing: Gr. 4-6
- Fencing: Gr. 6-12
- DASH Athleticism Camp: Gr. 4-6
- DASH Volleyball Camp: Gr. 4-7
- Skyhawks Beginner Golf: Gr. 1-6
- Hornet Cross Country Camp: Gr. 3-8
- Will DeBerg Little Dribblers Basketball: Gr. K-2
- Will DeBerg High School Boys Basketball: Gr. 10-12
- Will DeBerg Boys Basketball Skills/League: Gr. 7-9

**Evening**
- Edina MAGA Gymnastics: Gr. 2-10

Two-Week Camps Continuing This Week
- Young Writers Workshop: Gr. 6-10 ..... p 44
- Young Authors: Ages 7-11....................... p 44
- Hybrid: Camp Venom: Gr. 4-7................. p 44
Summer Fun for Little Ones

Nature Camp: Ages 2-5
Taught by Dawna Finnern
Campers will experience a sense of independence as they learn about the natural world. They will explore animals, plants and even creepy crawly creatures. New friends, learning and a sense of adventure are all in store for your little one in this summer camp.
South View MS 9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $165 808-506

Little Makers: Stories and Crafts: Ages 4-5
Taught by Corral Johns
When little minds are engaged through stories and little hands are inspired to make- there is magic! Let your children experience magic at our Little Makers camps, led by a team from Edina’s Early Learning Center. of stories and crafts.
South View MS 9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $16 808-495

Moana Musical Theater Camp: Ages 4+
See description below!

Creativity and the Arts

Beginning Orchestra: Gr. 5
Taught by Kyrsten Darby
Get a head start on playing your string instrument! Open to all beginning string players entering fifth grade who have not yet taken lessons. Please contact Kyrsten.Darby@edinaschools.org for help finding an instrument or for further information.
South View MS 8:00-8:50am
5 sessions: $100 808-311
South View MS 9:00-9:50am
5 sessions: $100 808-312
South View MS 10:00-10:50am
5 sessions: $100 808-313
South View MS 11:00-11:50am
5 sessions: $100 808-314

Moana Musical Theater Camp: Ages 4-8
Taught by Gina Mayer
The Ocean is Calling! We will dance and sing to the music from Moana and put together our own musical! Learn how to properly speak lines, block a scene, develop a character and much more!
South View MS 9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $140 801-330

Hand Sewing: Level Up: Gr. 2-6
Taught by Elizabeth A. Swanson
Campers will develop skills they learned in the Intro to Sewing camp. Practical skills like sewing a button, darning and mending will round out sewing campers’ skills. Campers will also learn some decorative stitching to add some flair to their projects.
South View MS 1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $145 808-302

Fun & Funky Jewelry: Gr. 3-7
Taught by Laura Wolovitch
If you enjoy being creative and having fun, then this jewelry camp is for you! You’ll learn basic beading techniques, wire working, and collage principles to create your own unique jewelry. We will also decorate lamp shades. Fee includes all materials.
South View MS 1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $185 808-324

We Can Be Heroes Musical Theater Camp: Ages 7-12
Taught by Gina Mayer
We need your help to save the world! Let’s team up and put together a show! We will learn music and choreography from We Can Be Heroes and put together our own musical! Learn how to properly speak your lines, block a scene, develop your character and much more!
South View MS 1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $140 801-332

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Week 8: August 8 - 11

**Bedazzled!: Gr. K-4**  
*Taught by Abrakadoodle*  
In this one-of-a-kind camp we’ll bedazzle our art with metallic and pearlescent colors, rhinestones, gems, and other materials to make it pop out. We’ll paint an owl on canvas, sculpt an adorable panda, collage a super cute dog, and more!  
South View MS  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $180  
808-373

**Yummy Yum Art Camp!: Gr. K-4**  
*Taught by Abrakadoodle*  
In this this ultra-fun packed art camp we’ll create all sorts of irresistibly yummy art and cute food characters. We’ll draw, paint, collage and sculpt artlicious kawaii food and treats.  
South View MS  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $180  
808-374

**Expand Your World**

**Feature Class! Career Explorer Artists, Actors, and Designers: Gr. 6+**  
*Taught by Youth Enrichment Rec Leaders*  
In our final installment of our Career Exploration Series, we take a peek behind the curtain to learn all about the jobs and professions in technical theater and the artists that help make our favorite stories and shows come to life on the stage and screen.  
South View MS  
9:00-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $135  
808-469

**Unified Sensory Camp: Gr. 6+**  
*Taught by Youth Enrichment Rec Leaders*  
Strengthen your decision making, problem-solving, communication and other skills through play, while understanding the significance of how what we see, hear, feel, smell, and taste influences the way we interact with and interpret the world around us.  
South View MS  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $135  
808-532

**Little Builders: Gr. K-5**  
*Taught by Youth Enrichment Rec Leaders*  
Come join us for a week of mini architecture and design! Campers will explore different materials and building activities as we use Legos, cardboard, Popsicle sticks, and more to create the most amazing buildings! Join the fun and spend time using your imagination creating with friends!  
South View MS  
9:00-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $135  
808-470

**Dungeons and Dragons: Gr. 6-12**  
*Taught by Zeebo Karouso*  
Spend time with your friends while you enter an alternative reality together playing Dungeons and Dragons. You will all encounter mythical creatures and exercise magical power. Adventure awaits... join today!  
South View MS  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $155  
620-682

**Reduce, Reuse, Recycle: Gr. K-5**  
*Taught by WizEducators LLC*  
Don’t throw that away! Learn to “upcycle” items like a metal can to create a pencil holder, a milk jug to build a bird feeder or a paper towel holder to make a kaleidoscope. Campers will have daily projects to complete plus plenty of time to be explore their own ideas.  
South View MS  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $171  
808-322

**College Application & Essay Writing Camp: Gr. 10-12**  
*Taught by EBS Camps*  
Conquer the dreaded college application essay! In this course, you’ll learn what the essay prompts are asking, brainstorm topics, and write and revise several teacher and peer-reviewed essays for their own writing portfolio.  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $159  
808-437

EHS  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $159  
808-438

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Hola Hola Coca Cola : Gr. 1-4  
*Taught by WizEducators LLC*

Join the fun where we will learn silly Spanish songs and games! A daily cultural lesson will be taught so students can then compare and contrast how Spanish with the United States. We’ll also do daily crafts. Te veo muy pronto- see you soon!

South View MS  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $155 808-685

South View MS  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $155 808-686

**Babysitter Training Camp: Gr. 4-9**  
*Taught by Allison Curtis*

See description online or on page 30.

South View MS  
9:00am-12:00pm  
4 sessions: $105 808-057

South View MS  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $105 808-037

**DIY Natural Product Making Workshop: Gr. 6-8**  
*Taught by Jackie Mart*

Show yourself a little self-love by making some natural gifts for yourself! During this workshop, we’ll create products with all-natural ingredients like lip balm, blush, shower bombs, makeup remover, deodorant, and more. All supplies included.  
*Please note this camp’s time.*

South View MS  
1:00-2:00pm  
4 sessions: $185 808-303

**Fantasy Football Draft Simulator: Gr. 6+**  
*Taught by Bill Nora*

Are you ready to dominate your fantasy football league this year? Learn the strategies and statistical analysis necessary to draft your best team ever. Students will engage in on-line mock drafts, as well as a class ending live fantasy football draft.

South View MS  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $200 808-523

**Ninja Camp: Gr. K-5**  
*Taught by Youth Enrichment Rec Leaders*

Back by popular demand, Ninja Camp is ready to train a whole new class of mini martial artists! Join the adventure where campers will test their physical strength and mental stamina through fun and engaging games, activities, and crafts.

South View MS  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $135 808-471

**Unified Fit and Active: Gr. 6+**  
*Taught by Youth Enrichment Rec Leaders*

This camp offers an active experience for campers to explore movement and kinesthetics and its impact on a healthy body. Campers will spend their days learning about how their bodies move and exploring different games and activities that are centered around having fun and staying active.

South View MS  
1:00-4:00pm  
4 sessions: $135 808-472

**Choose Your Own Adventure Writing Workshop: Gr. 4-6**  
*Taught by Caitlin Bailey of EBS Camps*

Ever wish a story had a different ending? Or a character made a different choice? Explore the genre of Choose Your Own Adventure stories by writing your own. Learn the how to plan and develop multiple plot lines in a multi-path story.

South View MS  
1:00-4:00pm  
5 sessions: $189 808-377

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Sports, Health & Fitness

Please note the times for camps in this section.

Fencing: Gr. 2-12
Taught by Youth Enrichment League
New and returning students welcome. Your favorite instructors return with more knowledge, refined coaching skills and, of course, your favorite fencing games and arm bands. Safety is our first priority. We supply safety swords, protective masks, chest plates and jackets.

Gr. 2-5
South View MS 9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $170 808-412

Gr. 6-12
South View MS 1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $170 808-413

Skyhawks Flag Football: Gr. 1-6
Taught by Skyhawks Sports Camps
A perfect introduction to “America’s Game” or a great refresher for those who want to expand their skills. Campers will learn skills on both sides of the ball in a fun and positive environment.

ECC 9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $149 627-700

DASH Athleticism Camp: Gr. K-6
Taught by DASH Sports
These camps provide an overall athleticism-building experience including speed training, agility, endurance, body control, strength, and jumping. Camp consists of many different types of physical activities, drills, and games, all tailored specifically to enhance overall athletic performance.

Gr. K-3
Concord Elementary 9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $159 808-696

Gr. 4-6
Concord Elementary 1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $159 808-697

DASH Volleyball Camp: Gr. K-7
Taught by DASH Sports
This camp provides players with a well-rounded experience in a fun environment. Key volleyball skills will be taught and practiced throughout the week. Fun, volleyball games are also incorporated, giving players game type experience, and a better understanding of the game!

Gr. K-3
South View MS 9:00am-12:00pm
4 sessions: $159 711-720

Gr. 4-7
South View MS 1:00-4:00pm
4 sessions: $159 711-721

Edina MAGA Gymnastics: Gr. 2-10
Taught by Megan Kooman
The Midwest Amateur Gymnastics Association presents these recreational and competitive gymnastics classes to develop gymnastics skills from basic on up. Returning gymnasts will continue with their progression, and will begin to focus on routines and putting skills together.

EHS 4:30-7:30pm
4 sessions: $209 503-660

Edina Wrestling Camp: Gr. K-8
Taught by Josh Burhans
See description online or on page 10.

EHS 9:00-11:00am
4 sessions: $110 613-648

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Skyhawks Beginner Golf: Gr. 1-6  
_Taught by Skyhawks Sports Camps_
See description online or on page 11.

- ECC 1:00-4:00pm  
  4 sessions: $149  613-698

_Hornet Cross Country Camp: Gr. 3-8_  
_Taught by Jonathan D Buckley of EBS Camps_
This camp strives to improve aerobic fitness levels in a fun and engaging experience while building relationships with peers and coaches. Learn warm-ups, stretching, and cool-down routines while taking part in fun runs of varying distances. Camp will conclude with an official race day experience.

- ECC 1:00-4:00pm  
  4 sessions: $145  808-650

Will DeBerg Little Dribblers Basketball: Gr. K-2  
_Taught by Will DeBerg_
Please see full description online or on page 46.

- EHS 1:00-3:00pm  
  4 sessions: $199  711-604

Will DeBerg High School Basketball: Boys Only: Gr. 10-12  
_Taught by Will DeBerg_
Please see full description online or on page 46. Invitation only.

- ECC 12:00-2:00pm  
  4 sessions: $199  711-624

---

Will DeBerg Boys Basketball Skills Camp and League: Gr. 3-9  
_Taught by Will DeBerg_
This program consists of two sessions - Skills Camps and League play - which require separate registration. In Skills Camps, beginner and advanced players build individual basketball skills, while Summer League sessions provide a competitive and structured setting.

*There is a combined rate of $249 if you sign up for both the skills camp and the league. All classes held at EHS.*

**Skills Camp: Gr. 3-4**  
9:00-10:30am  
4 sessions: $170*  711-609

**League Play: Gr. 3-4**  
10:45am-12:15pm  
4 sessions: $170*  711-609

**Skills Camp: Gr. 5-6**  
9:00-10:30am  
4 sessions: $170*  711-614

**League Play: Gr. 5-6**  
10:45am-12:15pm  
4 sessions: $170*  711-614

**Skills Camp: Gr. 7-9**  
12:30-2:00pm  
4 sessions: $170*  711-619

**League Play: Gr. 7-9**  
2:15-3:45pm  
4 sessions: $170*  711-619

---

**Piano, Guitar & Ukulele Lessons**

Edina Community Education & Mikkonen Music LLC

- Online and In-Person
- 1 on 1 Instruction
- Experienced Teachers
- Grades 1 - 12

Book a lesson time at:  
[www.bookeo.com/mikkonenmusic_scheduling](http://www.bookeo.com/mikkonenmusic_scheduling)

 henry@mikkonenmusic.com | (651) 253-5957
Encore Week: August 15 - 18

Out and About Camps

Wind up summer with a week-long day camp! Go on field trips and do exciting activities to explore the theme. Camps are open to students of all abilities. Camps meet Monday through Thursday for a full day of fun and exploration!

All classes meet at ECC

Out and About: Minnesota Expedition Camp: Gr. 1-6
Explore the wonders of our state visiting natural areas around the Twin Cities to learn about MN wildlife, create earth-based projects, and enjoy the great outdoors. Immerse your child in nature this summer!
8:30am-4:30pm  4 sessions: $245  606-200

Out and About: Sports Sampler Camp: Gr. 1-6
This active week is perfect for sports fanatics! We'll familiar sports, learn new ones, and go behind the scenes on a stadium tour. Move, play, and find your team at Sports Sampler Camp!
8:30am-4:30pm  4 sessions: $245  606-201

Out and About: Science of the Arts: Gr. 1-6
Curious kids will appreciate musical and visual arts, while unlocking the science behind them. Visit the Planetarium, a local museum, and a concert to investigate the arts!
8:30am-4:30pm  4 sessions: $245  606-202

Out and About: Foodie Camp: Gr. 3-6
Let your child explore their taste buds at Foodie Camp! Make, bake, and create delectable dishes. Visit a farm, community garden, and local food industry to discover more about our food sources!
8:30am-4:30pm  4 sessions: $245  606-203

Out and About: Operation Middle School: Gr. 6-9
Build connections, confidence, and community at Operation Middle School. Our week will be filled with artistic discovery, a day at the pool, and an exploration of social media and technology.
8:30am-4:30pm  4 sessions: $245  606-204

Multi-Week Classes
Starting This Week

Online: Private ACT Tutoring: Gr. 10-12 ......p 58
Online: Math Small Groups: Gr. 7-12.......... p 60

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Careers in History Program

A Youth Development/Career Exploration Opportunity from our Partner the Edina Historical Society

The Careers in History program offers high school students a unique opportunity to visit behind-the-scenes of Minnesotan museums to learn about careers in collections care and conservation, curation, academia, historic site management, and more! This camp is recommended for high school students interested in history careers.

Cost per session: $10 or less for BIPOC students or those experiencing adverse circumstances.

Friday, June 17 | Friday, July 22 | Friday, August 12

Details and Registration: www.edinahistoricalsociety.org.

---

Tutoring for Developing Readers and/or Students with Markers of Dyslexia: Gr. K-3

Taught by Licensed Edina Teachers uniquely skilled in the Orton-Gillingham Approach.

This summer, Edina Community Ed is partnering with Edina Schools Teaching and Learning to offer specialized reading tutoring. Foundational reading skills are taught explicitly, systematically, and sequentially using multisensory approaches and research-based resources. Instruction is both flexible and customized to your child’s reading needs. Sessions will be scheduled directly with the assigned reading tutor and scholarships are available for those who qualify.

Session 1: June 13 – July 15
4 weeks, 4 hours/week | $1,040
Registration Code: 613-060

Session 2: July 18-August 12
4 weeks, 4 hours/week | $1,040
Registration Code: 613-061

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com and search “OGTutor”

For more information please email Jody DeStHubert at jody.desthubert@edinaschools.org and/or call 952-848-4096.
Multi-Week Camps

Add to your Community Ed Camp schedule with multi-week classes. You can be a musician, dancer, athlete, gymnast, and more!

Creativity and the Arts

Little Musikmakers: Ages 2.5-5.5
Taught by Anna Benish
A preschool-aged, Musikgarten-based class which incorporates cross-brain training and development. This 45-minute class is for parent and child. We explore rhythm, dance, songs, and instruments. There is a structured lesson in the beginning and an instrument exploration at the end.

Ages 2.5-4
Mon, 9:00-10:00am Jun 13-Aug 8
8 sessions: $142 613-384
South View MS No class 7/4

Ages 4-5.5
Mon, 10:15-11:00am Jun 13-Aug 8
8 sessions: $142 613-385
South View MS No class 7/4

Mikkonen Music: Summer Piano, Guitar, and Ukulele Lessons: Gr. 4-12
Taught by Mikkonen Music
Questions? Contact Henry Mikkonen, henry@mikkonenmusic.com.

Gr. 4-6 at EHS
Mon-Fri, 1:00-4:00pm Jun 13-Aug 12
8 sessions: $225 613-431
EHS No class 6/30, 7/1-8

Gr. 1-3 at Highlands Elementary
Mon-Fri, 1:00-4:00pm Jun 13-Aug 12
8 sessions: $225 613-432
Highlands Elementary No class 6/30, 7/1-8

Gr. 1-12 at South View
Mon-Thu, 1:00-4:00pm Jun 13-Aug 11
8 sessions: $225 613-430
South View MS No class 6/30, 7/4-7

By Age:
2.5-5.5 Little Musikmakers:
2-4 Skyhawks Soccer Tots
Will DeBergs Baby Ballers
3+ Aquatics
3-14 Summer Ballet
5-8 Reading Express
5-Adult Kung Fu - Wu Shu
9-12 Beyond Math Multiplication/Division
14.5-18 Driver’s Education

By Grade:
K-9 Boys Basketball
1-3 Beyond Math - A Year in Review
2-10 Edina MAGA Gymnastics
4-8 Edina Girls’ Basketball
4-12 Mikkonen Music Lessons
5-10 Band Classes
6-8 Track & Field Training
6-9 Strength and Speed Training
7-12 Online: Math Small Groups
9-12 EHS Thespian Summer Dance
10-12 ACT Prep Classes

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Jumpstart Band for Beginners: Gr. 5  
_Taught by Nicholas J Ellison and Michael James Moeller_  

Get introduced to your instrument, Edina Band Teachers, and other band students! You’ll learn the basics of your instrument and make your first sounds. Take Summer Jump Start before your private lessons from the rental program so you can make the most of those. Please see full details online.  

_All classes held at EHS._

**Flute**  
Tue/Wed/Thu, 8:45-9:25am  
Jun 7-Jun 29  
11 sessions: $100  
606-404

**Clarinet**  
Tue/Wed/Thu, 9:30-10:10am  
Jun 7-Jun 29  
11 sessions: $100  
606-405

**Saxophone**  
Tue/Wed/Thu, 10:15-10:55am  
Jun 7-Jun 29  
11 sessions: $100  
606-406

**Trumpet**  
Tue/Wed/Thu, 11:00-11:40am  
Jun 7-Jun 29  
11 sessions: $100  
606-407

**French Horn**  
Tue/Wed/Thu, 11:00-11:40am  
Jun 7-Jun 29  
11 sessions: $100  
606-408

**Trombone**  
Tue/Wed/Thu, 11:45am-12:25pm  
Jun 7-Jun 29  
11 sessions: $100  
606-409

**Baritone**  
Tue/Wed/Thu, 11:45am-12:25pm  
Jun 7-Jun 29  
11 sessions: $100  
606-410

**Tuba**  
Tue/Wed/Thu, 12:30-1:10pm  
Jun 7-Jun 29  
11 sessions: $100  
606-411

**Percussion**  
Tue/Wed/Thu, 12:30-1:10pm  
Jun 7-Jun 29  
11 sessions: $100  
606-412

**Multi-Week Camps**

**Young Summer Band: Gr. 6-7**  
_Taught by Chris Gumz and Charles Weise_  

Summer Band will explore and perform a variety of pieces that will help students learn and practice their music skills over the summer. Come learn and play with friends and have fun at the same time. Rhythm section filled on a first come first served basis. Please check online for full details.  

Tue/Wed/Thu, 8:00-9:00am  
Jun 7-Jun 23  
9 sessions: $160  
606-416  
_EHS_

**Summer Jazz Band: Gr. 7-10**  
_Taught by Geneva Fitzsimonds and Charles Weise_  

Summer Jazz will explore and perform a variety of familiar rock, jazz, and funk tunes. We’ll also spend time on soloing and guided listening to jazz legends. Previous jazz experience is preferred, but not required. Rhythm section filled on a first come first served basis. Please check online for full details.  

YK Gr. 7-8  
Tue/Wed/Thu, 9:00-10:00am  
Jun 7-Jun 29  
11 sessions: $90  
606-401  
_EHS_

OK Gr. 9-10  
Tue/Wed/Thu, 9:00-10:00am  
Jun 7-Jun 29  
11 sessions: $90  
606-402  
_EHS_

**Hornet Summer Band: Gr. 8-10**  
_Taught by Geneva Fitzsimonds and Melody Snyder_  

Learn new musical skills and refine the ones you already have. Make new friends in small groups, perform great concert and marching music, and march in the Edina 4th of July Parade! Required t-shirt included in the tuition.  

Tue/Wed/Thu, 10:00-11:45am  
Jun 7-Jun 29  
11 sessions: $165  
606-400  
_EHS_

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Multi-Week Camps

Summer Ballet Fundamentals: Ages 3-14  
_Taught by Midwest School of Ballet_

Learn Basic, fundamental ballet movement and terminology through creative exercise. Children will also develop age appropriate motor skills and musicality. New and returning students welcome. Instructors use methods designed to encourage exploration and foster creativity.

_All classes held at South View MS._

**Levels I/II: Ages 3-5**
- Tue, 9:10-10 am  
  4 sessions: $70  
  Jun 14-Jul 12  
  613-533
- Tue, 9:10-10 am  
  4 sessions: $70  
  Jul 19-Aug 9  
  719-534

**Levels II/III: Ages 5-7**
- Tue, 10-11 am  
  4 sessions: $70  
  Jun 14-Jul 12  
  613-535
- Tue, 10-11 am  
  4 sessions: $70  
  Jul 19-Aug 9  
  719-536

**Levels Pre-Teen/Teen**
- Tue, 11:15am-12:30pm  
  4 sessions: $70  
  Jun 14-Jul 12  
  613-537
- Tue, 11:15am-12:30pm  
  4 sessions: $70  
  Jul 19-Aug 9  
  719-538

**EHS Thespian Summer Dance: Gr. 9-12**  
_Taught by Jessica Froehlich_

Summer Dance is designed to prepare students for the movement requirements in their upcoming performances for the school year. Focus will be on learning the style, genre, and choreography for the upcoming musicals in the 2022-23 season. Students are taught the basic movement vocabulary and techniques of ballet, tap, and jazz.

- Tue/Thu, 10:00am-12:30pm  
  18 sessions: $199  
  Jun 14-Aug 11  
  613-21

Expand Your World

**Driver’s Education: Classroom Instruction & Behind the Wheel: Ages 14.5-18**  
_Taught by Safeway Driving School - Cindy Thienes_

This course covers 30 hours of classroom training, and 6 hours of behind-the-wheel lessons. Each lesson is independent and can be taken in any order. Missed lessons can be made up at student’s convenience. The behind-the-wheel training will be scheduled after the student passed the permit test.

_All classes held at South View MS._

**EHS Thespian Summer Dance: Gr. 9-12**  
_Taught by Jessica Froehlich_

Summer Dance is designed to prepare students for the movement requirements in their upcoming performances for the school year. Focus will be on learning the style, genre, and choreography for the upcoming musicals in the 2022-23 season. Students are taught the basic movement vocabulary and techniques of ballet, tap, and jazz.

- Tue/Thu, 10:00am-12:30pm  
  18 sessions: $199  
  Jun 14-Aug 11  
  613-21

**Online: Private ACT Tutoring: Gr. 10-12**  
_Taught by ACT Addvantage / Math Addvantage - Lisa Finke_

Private ACT Tutoring provides 1-on-1 review and instruction tailored to an individual student’s needs. You have four options for registration:

- 1 Subject - 4 sessions $340
- 2 Subjects - 8 sessions $680
- 3 Subjects - 12 sessions $1020
- 4 Subjects - 16 sessions $1360

**July Exam**
- Tue-Thur, 4:00-8:00pm  
  Session numbers vary  
  Jun 14-Jul 14  
  621-334

**September Exam Prep**
- Tue-Thur, 4:00-8:00pm  
  Session numbers vary  
  Aug 16-Sep 15  
  621-335
Online: Comprehensive ACT Prep Course: Gr. 10-12
Taught by ACT Addvantage / Math Addvantage
This course reviews all subjects of the ACT. Modified pre-testing occurs in each subject at the beginning of the course. Includes previous ACT tests along with supplemental material. Classes will be recorded for any missed days.

July Exam Prep
Tue/Thu, 6:00-8:00pm
8 sessions: $450
Jun 21-Jul 14 621-332

September Exam Prep
Tue/Thu, 6:00-8:00pm
8 sessions: $450
Aug 2-Aug 25 802-333

Reading Express: Ages 5-8
Taught by WizEducators LLC
Students use all their senses to be immersed in early reading concepts. Students will use sensory bins to dig for letters, make letter crayon rubbings, sing rhyming songs, read and point to poems, play with puppets, build letters with their bodies and more to bring early literacy skills to life.
Mon-Thu, 2:00-3:30pm
8 sessions: $155
Aug 1-Aug 11 801-476
South View MS

Beyond Math - A Year in Review: Gr. 1-3
Taught by WizEducators LLC
In this camp, students will review math concepts from the previous year by collaboratively working with peers using hands-on activities and GAMES!

Entering Grade 1
Mon-Thur, 2:00-3:30pm
8 sessions: $135
Jun 13-Jun 23 613-487
South View MS

Entering Grade 2
Mon-Thur, 2:00-3:30pm
8 sessions: $135
Jun 13-Jun 23 613-489
South View MS

Entering Grade 3
Mon/Wed, 4:00-5:30pm
6 sessions: $135
Jun 13-Jun 29 613-490
South View MS

Beyond Math: Multiplication and Division Facts: Ages 9-12
Taught by WizEducators LLC
Students will work on mastering multiplication and division facts with chants, games and hands-on activities. Through collaboration with peers and lots of fun, students will gain the ability to easily recognize and answer simple multiplication/division facts (and beyond).
Tue/Thu, 4:00-5:30pm
6 sessions: $135
Jun 14-Jun 30 613-491
South View MS

Beyond Math: Multi-digit Multiplication & Long Division: Ages 9-12
Taught by WizEducators LLC
In this camp, students will use their understanding of multiplying and dividing single digit numbers to solve multi-digit multiplication problems and long division problems. Through collaboration with peers and lots of fun, students will gain the ability to multiply and divide multi-digit numbers.
Tue/Thu, 4:00-5:30pm
6 sessions: $135
July 12-July 28 712-492
South View MS

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Online: Math Small Groups: Gr. 7-12
Taught by ACT Addvantage / Math Addvantage
These courses provide a review of previous critical skills and a preview of upcoming concepts. Small group tutoring utilizes Math Addvantage’s Getting Ready Series curriculum with licensed teachers, engineers and mathematicians. Link and materials information will be sent to you before class begins.
All classes held at ECC.

Getting Ready for Algebra I/Honors Algebra I: Gr. 7-9
Tue-Thu, 3:45-5:00pm Aug 16-Aug 25
6 sessions: $245 816-336

Getting Ready for Geometry/Honors Geometry: Gr. 8-10
Tue-Thu, 5:15-6:30pm Aug 16-Aug 25
6 sessions: $245 816-337

Getting Ready for Algebra II/Honors Algebra II: Gr. 9-11
Tue-Thu, 5:15-6:30pm Aug 16-Aug 25
6 sessions: $245 816-338

Getting Ready for Calculus: Gr. 11-12
Tue-Thu, 6:45-8:00pm Aug 16-Aug 25
6 sessions: $245 816-340

Getting Ready for Precalculus / Honors Precalculus: Gr. 10-12
Tue-Thur, 6:45-8:00pm Aug 16-Aug 25
6 sessions: $245 816-339

Multi-Week Camps

Sports, Health & Fitness

Will DeBergs Baby Ballers: Ages 2-4
Taught by Will DeBerg
New this year! Come learn the basics of basketball while having a blast in the gym with our great coaches. We focus on the fundamentals of small and large motor skills, hand eye coordination and social, emotional interaction which are all vital to growing as a Baby Baller.
Mon/Wed, 8:00-9:00am Jul 11-Jul 27
6 sessions: $229 711-625
EHS

Skyhawks SoccerTots: Ages 2-4
Taught by Skyhawks Sports Camps
Designed for beginner and intermediate players, this camp focuses on dribbling, passing, shooting, and ball control. Your young athlete will gain the technical skills and sport knowledge required for the next step into soccer.
All classes held at ECC.

Ages 2-3
Wed, 5:00-5:30pm Jun 15-Jun 29
3 sessions: $55 613-710
Wed, 6:20-6:50pm Jun 15-Jun 29
3 sessions: $55 613-711

Ages 3-4
Wed, 5:40-6:10pm Jun 15-Jun 29
3 sessions: $55 613-712
Wed, 7:00-7:30pm Jun 15-Jun 29
3 sessions: $55 613-713

Edina Girls’ Basketball Summer Skills Training: Gr. 4-8
Taught by Gaard Performance Academy - Jaime Chapman
Join for fun and basketball with the Edina Varsity Girls’ Basketball coaches and high school players! Players will receive coaching on fundamental skills and compete in 3-on-3 and 5-on-5 live games.
Mon/Wed, 4:15-5:30pm Jun 13-Jul 27
12 sessions: $225 613-646
ECC and South View MS
No class 7/4, 7/6

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Edina MAGA Gymnastics: Gr. 2-10  
*Taught by Megan Kooman*

The Midwest Amateur Gymnastics Association presents these recreational and competitive gymnastics classes to develop gymnastics skills from basic on up. Returning gymnasts will continue with their progression, and will begin to focus on routines and putting skills together.

*All classes held at EHS.*

**Tue-Thu, 4:30-6:30pm**  
May 3-May 26  
7 sessions: $239  
503-657  
*No class 5/5*

**Tue-Thur, 4:30-6:30pm**  
Jun 14-Jun 30  
9 sessions: $309  
503-658  
**Tue-Thur, 4:30-6:30pm**  
Jul 12-Jul 28  
9 sessions: $309  
503-659

Edina Boys Basketball: Grade K-3  
*Taught by Joe Burger*

This camp is a unique instructional camp for basketball players who are entering Gr. K-3. A low coach-to-player ratio provides advanced and beginner players a place to practice the step-by-step and repetitive techniques that will build individual basketball skills.

**K-1**

Mon-Thur, 1:00-2:00pm  
Jun 13-Jun 30  
12 sessions: $225  
613-652  
*South View MS*

**Grade 2-3**

Mon-Thur, 2:15-3:45pm  
Jun 13-Jun 30  
12 sessions: $225  
613-653  
*South View MS*

Track & Field Training: Grade 6-8  
*Taught by Kayla Maring*

This program helps students increase their overall athletic ability through track and field events, drills, and workouts. Participants will work on improving strength, power, and refining techniques. Students will also participate in various track and field events such as sprints, shot put, long jump and hurdles.

Mon/Wed, 9:00-10:00am  
Jul 11-Jul 20  
4 sessions: $139  
711-648  
*ECC*

Edina Boys Basketball Camps and Leagues: Gr. 4-9  
*Taught by Joe Burger*

This program consists of two sessions - Skills Camps and League play - which require separate registration. In Skills Camps, players build individual basketball skills, while Summer League sessions provide a competitive and structured setting.

**Gr. 4-5: Skills**

Mon-Thur, 9:15-10:45am  
Jun 13-Jun 30  
12 sessions: $225  
613-654

**Gr. 4-5: League**

Mon-Thur, 10:45am-12:15pm  
Jun 13-Jun 30  
12 sessions: $99  
613-654  
*ECC and South View MS*

**Gr. 6-7: Skills**

Mon-Thur, 9:00-10:30am  
Jun 13-Jun 30  
12 sessions: $225  
613-655

**Gr. 6-7: League**

Mon-Thur, 10:30am-12:00pm  
Jun 13-Jun 30  
12 sessions: $99  
613-655  
*EHS*

**Gr. 8-9: Skills**

Mon-Thur, 12:30-2:00pm  
Jun 13-Jun 30  
12 sessions: $225  
613-656

**Gr. 8-9: League**

Mon-Thur, 2:00-3:30pm  
Jun 13-Jun 30  
12 sessions: $99  
613-656  
*EHS and ECC*

Strength and Speed Training: Gr. 6-9  
*Taught by Mollie Martin*

Learn the basics of strength and speed training while establishing a foundation for fitness and/or athletic competition. Designed for youth with minimal or no experience with performance training, but all fitness levels are welcome!

*Held at South View MS and ECC.*

**Tue/Thu, 8:00-9:00am**  
Jun 14-Jun 30  
6 sessions: $139  
613-661

**Tue/Thu, 8:00-9:00am**  
Jul 12-Jul 28  
6 sessions: $139  
613-662

**Tue/Thu, 8:00-9:00am**  
Aug 2-Aug 11  
4 sessions: $95  
613-663

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Multi-Week Camps

Kung Fu – Wu Shu for Self-Defense and Fitness: Ages 5-Adult
Taught by Sandra Lam
Learn the life-long benefits of Kung Fu - the Chinese martial art of self-defense and fitness - and build muscle, power, flexibility, and agility. Parents: Instead of waiting outside, register for class and participate with your child in class. Optional uniform and certification for White to Black Belt are available.

All classes held at South View MS  No classes 7/6

Beginner
Wed, 6:10-6:40pm  Jun 22-Aug 3
6 sessions: $90  620-710

White - Orange Belt
Wed, 6:45-7:15pm  Jun 22-Aug 3
6 sessions: $90  620-711

Green- Purple Belt
Wed, 7:20-7:50pm  Jun 22-Aug 3
6 sessions: $90  620-712

Instruments & Sparring
(Concurrent enrollment in Belt class is required)
Wed, 7:55-8:25pm  Jun 22-Aug 3
6 sessions: $90  620-713

Red- Black Belt
Wed, 8:30-9:00pm  Jun 22-Aug 3
6 sessions: $90  620-714

Aquatics
Notes about our Aquatics Program:
• Instruction by Enrichment Swim Instructors
• All classes meet at the Art Downey Aquatics Center at South View MS
• No classes 6/27-7/8
• Students can only register for one class level per section
• Students do not need any special equipment -- please do not send goggles or floaties.

Level 1 Swim Lessons
Learn the basics and get comfortable in the water with our first level of lessons! We will learn pizza arms, big scoopers, flutter kicks, and frog kicks! Designed for beginners just starting to swim independently. Students must be out of swim diapers to take this class.

Mon-Thu, 9:50-10:30am  Jun 13-23
8 sessions: $100  613-000
8 sessions: $100  613-001

Mon-Thu, 9:50-10:30am  Jul 11-21
8 sessions: $100  613-006
8 sessions: $100  613-007

Mon-Thu, 9:50-10:30am  Jul 25-Aug 4
8 sessions: $100  613-012
8 sessions: $100  613-013

Level 2 Swim Lessons
Build on your beginner skills in this class designed for the intermediate beginner who can enter and exit the water independently, move around in the water independently (without holding on to the wall) and be comfortable fully submerging.

Mon-Thu, 10:35-11:15am  Jun 13-23
8 sessions: $100  613-002
8 sessions: $100  613-003

Mon-Thu, 10:35-11:15am  Jul 11-21
8 sessions: $100  613-008
8 sessions: $100  613-009

Mon-Thu, 10:35-11:15am  Jul 25-Aug 4
8 sessions: $100  613-014
8 sessions: $100  613-015

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Level 3 Swim Lessons:
Learn the basic strokes and more in our third level of swim lessons! Students must be able to float on their front and back, and swim using combined arm and leg action on front for five body lengths.
Mon-Thu, 11:20am-12:00pm  Jun 13-23
8 sessions: $100  613-004
Mon-Thu, 11:20am-12:00pm  July 11-21
8 sessions: $100  613-010
Mon-Thu, 11:20am-12:00pm  July 25-Aug 4
8 sessions: $100  613-016

Level 4 Swim Lessons:
Continue to develop strokes with our fourth level of swim lessons! Students will also to build skills in headfirst entries, surface dives, treading water, and survival swimming.
Mon-Thu, 11:20am-12:00pm  Jun 13-23
8 sessions: $100  613-005
Mon-Thu, 11:20am-12:00pm  July 11-21
8 sessions: $100  613-011
Mon-Thu, 11:20am-12:00pm  July 25-Aug 4
8 sessions: $100  613-017

Swim Lessons: Swim Team Prep: Ages 5-8
Learn the fundamentals of each of the four competitive strokes, diving, and age specific swimming drills. Swimmers must be able to complete 25 yards of freestyle.
Mondays, 9:00-9:45am  Jun 13 - Aug 1
6 sessions: $154  613-018
Tuesdays, 9:00-9:45am  Jun 14 - Aug 2
6 sessions: $154  613-019
Wednesdays, 9:00-9:45am  Jun 15 - Aug 3
6 sessions: $154  613-020
Thursdays, 9:00-9:45am  Jun 16 - Aug 4
6 sessions: $154  613-021

Learn to Dive: Ages 7+
Taught by John Dailey
Learn basic diving skills, diving safety, and how to use the diving board with proper technique. Beginning divers with little or no previous instruction welcome.
Mon, 5:00-5:45pm  Jun 13 – Aug 1
7 sessions: $119  613-040
Tues, 2:30-3:15pm  Jun 14 – Aug 2
8 sessions: $135  613-041
Thur, 5:00-5:45pm  Jun 16 – Aug 4
8 sessions: $135  613-042

Intermediate Diving: Ages 9+
Taught by John Dailey
If you already have some diving experience, you can develop your skills in this class. See website for prerequisites.
Tue, 1:30-2:30pm  Jun 14 – Aug 2
8 sessions: $170  613-043
Wed, 5:00-6:00pm  Jun 15 – Aug 3
8 sessions: $170  613-044

Competitive Diving: Ages 12+
Taught by John Dailey and Craig Croaston
Divers with competitive diving experience are welcome. See website for prerequisites. Only 12 divers will be accepted.
Mon, 2:30-4:30pm  Jun 13 – Aug 1
7 sessions: $309  613-045
Wed, 2:30-4:30pm  Jun 15 – Aug 3
8 sessions: $355  613-046
Thu, 2:30-4:30pm  Jun 16 – Aug 4
8 sessions: $355  613-047

To register, visit edina.ce.eleyo.com
Registration Information

Four easy ways to register!

Online: edina.ce.eleyo.com
Email: communityed@edinaschools.org
Phone: (952) 848-3952
In Person: M–F, 8am – 4pm at the ECC

Have questions? Ask us!
Email: communityed@edinaschools.org
Call: (952) 848-3952

Scan this code to register!

Registration Details
• Online registration with an email address will be confirmed immediately.
• Classes/camps are open to all interested! Edina residency is not necessary.
• Registration closes at 10am on the Friday before the first day of camp.

Summer 2022 Locations
Edina Community Center (ECC)
5701 Normandale Road, Edina, MN 55424
South View MS
4725 South View Lane, Edina, MN 55424
Highlands Elementary
5505 Doncaster Way, Edina, MN 55436
Concord Elementary
5900 Concord Avenue S, Edina, MN 55424
Edina High School (EHS)
6754 Valley View Road, Edina, MN 55439

Financial assistance
Edina Community Ed is committed to ensuring that all learners can benefit from our classes and programs. We regularly offer financial assistance and partner with Edina Give & Go to leverage additional resources. Need is determined by the Minnesota Childcare Assistance Program criteria. Call 952-848-3952 or visit communityed.edinaschools.org/register/financial-assistance for more information.

Disability Accommodations
We aim to provide support for learners with special needs who want to participate in our programs. To ensure a positive experience, please call Jane Tierney at 952-848-4812 at least two weeks before the program start date to discuss how we can best accommodate individual needs.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
If for any reason you are not happy with the quality of one of our community education programs, classes or activities, we want to know about it. We work hard to offer high-quality programming that meets the needs of learners of all ages, stages, abilities, and interests. We strive to recruit dynamic, enthusiastic teachers who care about learning for life and connecting community. Please call us at 952-848-3952 to offer your constructive feedback, and we will be glad to work with you to make things right.
Policies and Procedures

Cancellation and Refund Policy
You may cancel your class registration at least 5 business days prior to the start of the class/camp and we will gladly refund your fees.

Cancellations received five to one business day before the start of a class will result in a credit slip.

Credits do not expire.

Community Ed cannot offer refunds or credits for cancellations received less than one business day before the start of a class.

Participants will be notified by email and/or SMS if there is a change in the date/location of the class.

If the class is canceled you will be notified by a phone call and/or email. Edina Community Ed confirms registrations via email with participants who include their email addresses in their family profile.

Check-In and Emergency Contact Information
We look forward to making sure that your child not only has a great time this summer, but also is safe while in our care. We ask that you help us by following the guidelines below.

• Students enrolled in a camp or class during the summer should be checked in and out of the camp by a parent or caregiver unless otherwise arranged.

• We request written permission (email is acceptable) from a parent or guardian when a student will be leaving the building on their own.

• Please make sure that your emergency contact information is current and that any special needs or allergies are included in your child’s profile.

Prorating
We do not prorate classes or camps. Classes are designed to allow enough time to complete course curriculum.

Weather
Refunds are not available due to inclement weather, i.e., extreme heat or rain. We reserve Friday of each week as a rain date for outdoor camps.

Late Pick-Up Fees
Parents or caregivers arriving later than 5 minutes past the end of class will be charged $1 per minute. Payment is due at pick-up.

Non-Discrimination Policy
Edina Public Schools District 273 has a policy of nondiscrimination on the basis of race, color, creed, religion, national origin, sex, age, disability, marital status or status with regard to public assistance in its educational programs, activities, and employment practices.

Data Privacy
Your privacy is important to us. The registration information you provide to Edina Community Ed is considered private data under state and federal law. We use the information you provide for the purposes of administering the activity and to contact you about upcoming activities. While you may choose to register without this information, there may be consequences that could limit the distribution of information to the participant (e.g., no team roster or class confirmation). Access to contact information is limited to individuals involved in the activity.

Photo Consent
Unless you notify Edina Community Ed, photos taken within community ed classes/programs/activities may be included in Edina Community Ed publications.

Licenses
LEGO® is a trademark of the LEGO Group of companies which does not sponsor, authorize or endorse this site. FIRST® is also a trademark. FIRST® does not sponsor, authorize or endorse this site or program.
**Work for Us!**

We’re looking for some amazing humans to bring their imagination and creativity to our summer programs. Our Kids Club/Wise Guys and Enrichment Rec Leaders get to invent activities and encourage play. Sounds Fun? Learn More!

Learn more about these opportunities at: communityed.edinaschools.org/get-involved

**Volunteer with Us!**

Our summer camps and programs are elevated by the support of high school volunteers. When you volunteer you can:

- Connect with younger students
- Gain leadership experiences
- Earn EHS Community Service hours

**Get Ready for Summer!**

Registration opens February 15!

Information: communityed.edinaschools.org  Registration: edina.ce.eleyo.com